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This Command College Independent Study Project is a FUTURES study on a particular 
emerging issue in law enforcement. Its purpose is NOT to predjct the future, but rather to 
project a number of possible scenarios for strategic planning consideration. 

Studying the future dtffers from studying the past because the Mure has not yet hap
pened. In this project, useful atternatives have been formulated systematicalfy so that the 
planner can respond to a range of possible future environments. 

Managing the future means influencing the future - creating tt, constraining tt, adapting to 
tt. A futures study points the way . 
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The Future of Change Strategies 

For Police Organizational Transformations 

A Case Study 

by John D. Abbey 

Executive Summary 

Th i s proj ect I sap ~oduct of the Ca 1 i forn I a Comm iss i on on Peace 

Officer Standards and Training program, the Command College. In this 

work, the author utilizes the theoretical tools and tests the 

assumptions that are the very essence of the Command College 

curriculum. The research is predicated on the question, IICan the 

theories of future study and strategic planning be appl ied to 

designing the future of law enforcement organizations?" The author 

provides the reader with a case study of a major planned change in a 

criminal justice agency in crisis. 

This is the record of a transformation that began in late 1985, 

when the writer assumed the role of Chief of Pol ice in the 

organization under review. The Pol ice Agency, identified with the 

pseudonym of Silicon Valley Police Department (S.V.P.D.), was 

emerging from the galvanizing event of being indicted by the press and 

public because of the actions (or misactions) of a few former members. 

The severity of the situation, mostly internal frustration, required 
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immediate intervention and change. The firestorm of public criticism 

provided the necessary level of dissatisfaction to allow for 

• substantial organizational change. This project outlines the 

s t rateg i es and proces ses ut iIi zed in th is i ntervent i on and the ov era 11 

. future of change in California law enforcement. 

The project under review was initiated by the researcher, The 

Chief of Pol ice, and two independent consultants. The first. 

consultant, a senior consultant for The California State Commission on 

Peace Officer Standards and Training (p.e.S.T.), Management Counseling 

Services Bureau, was requested to conduct a standard audit of the 

functional systems of the Police Agency ~nder study. Consultants from 

the Counsel ing Services Bureau are primarily expert consultants in 

developmental change, and this project repres~nts an expansion of 

their normal scope of involvement. This State Consultant was not only 

academically qualified in his field, but had former experience as a 

Pol ice Chief in similar change circumstances. His knowledge and unique 

experience was able to bridge the interests of the Pol ice Chief and 

those of the third member of the change team, a private Organizational 

Oevelopment(O.D.) Consultant. This consultant,a highly respected 

private sector 0.0. expert, was retained by P.O.S.T. to support this 

project. This consultant brought with her many years of experience in 

the private sector and as a military organizational development 

consultant. Together, this three person team devised a strategy to 

develop a transition plan for the S.V.P.O. 
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IN THE CASE FOR CHANGE, the author explores the dynamics of change 

in law enforcement and draws upon our profession1s experience to 

• support his position. In this chapter the author explores the realm or 

future shock and the dynamics of cyc! ical change, the author sets 

forth five objectives of the study: 

1. Create a change management model for law enforcement 

agencies, focusing on ~isioning the desired future. 

2. Identify and articulate a transformational leadership 

method for directing change. 

3. Demons·trate the value of planned change over reactive 

adaptation. 

4. Develop a case study in law enforcement change that is· 

appl icable to other criminal justice agencies. 

5. Provide an insight to other law enforcement 

administrators that face a similar situation, 

including a comprehensive listing of resource 

material. 

These objectives serve an academic purpose of ~ target for research 

inquiry, however the author discusses the complexity of the objectives 

in a change circumstance. 
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In the chapter entitled ME7HOD~'":~·. ,:he Juthor discusses the 

dynamics of change intervention. In a comparison of the traditional 

~ manager versus the transformat i ona 1 manager, The author util izes 

Dr. Philip Harris's model of IIContnsting At:~itudes and Styles of 

Managers" . Dr. Harris goes into siJ~IFlcant detail in identifying the 

differences in these two management styles. By exploring the 

Hermon-Taylor model IIlnfluences on Models .)r Change/l, the author 

displays the relationship between management style and reasoni~g 

process. Linda Ackerman's three types of change are discussed. These 

types of change, developmental ~hangeJ transitional change, and 

transformational change, are defined and discussed. 

The overall methodology and research strategy for developing the 

change model, initiating the changes~ evaluating the case' study, and 

analyzing the futures issues, was composed of the following elements: 
i 

1. Review of the curriculum ;)f the P.O.S.T. Command 

Co 11 ege. 

2. Review of the 1 iterature on change g strategy and 

action research. 

3. Interviews of practitioners and academics. 

4. Deve 1 opmen t of the "change team ll • 

5. Design, administration and 3nalysis of the 

measurement instrument. 
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6. Recordation of the base line condition of the 

organization under study. 

7. Development of a strategy to initiate change 

in the subject organization. 

8~ lnitiate the change strategy. 

9. Monitor the progress of the organization, 

reevaluate strategies and interventions. 

10. Readminister and analyze measurement instrument. 

11. Review results, debrief change team, report 

observations and conclusions. 

This process included the analysis of emerging issues, trend analysis 

and cross impact analysis. From this analysis the author develops 

scenarios of the future of the Silicon Valley Pol ice Department and 

the community it serves. These scenarios became a key component at aU 

levels of the research and organizational intervention. Through th~ 

strategic planning and decision making process the author implements 

the product of the scenario development. 

The organizational intervention be~an with the development of a 

change team. The change team was composed of the .th ree members 

previously discussed (Chief, P.O.S.T. Consultant and 0.0. Consultant) 

and other key members of the management staff. This included the two 

division corrnnanders and the field supervision. The transformation of 

the example organization is reported in a format that divides the 

various dimensions of strategic planning. Those dimensions are: 

v 
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Social considerations. 

Technological development. 

Environmental challenges. 

Economic considerations. 

Political consideration. 

Organizational considerations. 

These six dimensions are referred to as the acronym S.T.E.E.P.O. 

S.T.E.E.P.O. is the product of Trim Tab Consulting Group) a futures 

scanning consulting organization. Utilizing the S.T.E.E.?O. format, 

the author explains the state of the organization in 1985, at the 

beginning of the case study. Following that description the writer 

discusses the development of the transition team and the initiation of 

the change process. The outcomes, methods, and resources are • 
discussed, and the process is discussed in some depth. Throughout the 

report of the transition process, the author uses ~raphics that were 

prepared by the private 0.0. Consultant retained by P.O.S.T. These 

graphics not only depict the product of our transition team, but also 

show the value of graphics in the faci! itation of a group process. 

Based upon the input· from various sources, alternate scenarios are 

created for the S.V.P.O. and it's surrounding community. From these 

scenarios, the transition group designed the future of the 

organization. Both the scenarios and the functional anaiysis matrix 

are displayed and discussed for the readers understanding. The author 

has developed a unique matrix design to examine each function and 
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sub-func~ion of the organization in the context of future issues, 

base-] ine condition, and industry standards. This matrix also 

. establishes priorities and resources for carrying out those func~;..:);'J, 

The transition group is reported to have conducted force fIeld 

analysis study, both internally and externally, for the anticipated 

changes. The transition management group util ized a chart that 

identif~es the role and responslbil ity of each member or outside 

individual. This process, developed by Rueben T. Harris of 'the Peter1s' 

Cen ter . fo r Exce 11 ence, is known as IIRAS I Cha rt i ng. II RAS lis an 

. acronym for Responsibility, (initiates action) - Approval" (right to 

veto action) - ~upport, (put resources against) - Inform (to be 

informed). Through this process the frans ition team had a clear view 

of the individual roles that each wo~ld play in the change effort. 

Prior to initiating the change process, a pre-test based upon the 

K and R System was administeredto'the test population. In this 

pretest the group was asked to measure the i r percept ions: regard'ing 

resources, lei3der~, I;), planning, consistency, and other organizational 

issues. After nearly a year of intervention, the writer reports tne 

results of a post-test instrument. The instrument, identical to the 

pretest instrument, reported substantial change in the organization. 

Statistical analysis of the two instruments revealed an increase of 

over two points (on a ten point scale) in the measurement of goals and 

values, organizational structure, relationships, and management. The 

perception of the qual ity of management led with a 
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2.65 point increase. The author discusses the statistical results in 

various dimensions. In addition to the statistical evaluation of the 

- program the writer r~peats the S.T.E.E.P.O. process, examining each 

area In a present day context. The author examines varfous changes 

that have taken place. 

Based upon the researchers experiences and conclusions, a "Model 

for' Law Enforcement Organizational Transitions" is -developed. This 

model represent3 a proc~ss map for police agencies undergoing. 

transformation. As a key component of this model the researcher 

explains a paradigm of leadership. 

In the author's conclusions, each objective is discussed, with the 

accompanying result. The author returns to the question "What is the 

future of change management in California Pol icing?" Several future 

issues are discussed and conclusions are drawn. The project concludes 

with a significant bibliography which can aid the reader in further 

study of the futures process. Included as appendices of the project 

are the test instrument, the computer generated workload studies, and 

a needs as~essment questionaire utilized for identifying the 

organizational cl"imate. 

This project is available through the State of California, 

Department of Justice, Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 

Training, Center for',Executive Development, Sacramento, California. 
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This project was designed to explore the future of change 

in law enforcement. The research is predicated on the 

question, "Can the theories of futures study and strategic 

planning be applied to designing the future of law 

enforcement organizations?" Having studied theoretically 

the planned alteration of human systems, this researcher was 

afforded the rare opportunity of being directly involved in a 

major plann~d change of a criminal justice agency in crisis. 

Thi~ experience allowed the researcher to test various 

assumptions and hypothesis and better analyze the future of 

• change str:~tegieso Through the case study method, the 

researcher hopes to develop a practical paradigm of planned 

organizational transformation. 

~his is a record of a transformation that began in late 

1985 when this writer assumed the rol.e of Chief of Police in 

the organization under review. In the hope that this 

analysis will prove ~f value to other law enforcement 

executives, a psuedonym of Silicon Valley Police Department 

(S.V.P.D.) will be used throughout this study to protect the 

anonymity of the subject organization. 
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The organization that the researcher has chosen to study, 

S.V.P.D., is a prime example of the need for change. Left to 

the forces of evolutionary reactive adaptation, S.V.P.D. 

became highly vulnerable to the crisis that became a reality. 

The management philosophy of the preceding decade set the 

stage for the avalanche of criticism that ensued. Potential 

civil litigation precludes a detailed discussion of past 

management practices; although significant study has failed 

to develop evidence of the malevolence that was alleged 

durin~ the public siege of S.V.P.D. 

The department had experienced the galvanizing event of 

being indicted by the press and public because of the 

actions or (misactions) of a few former members. The 

severity of the situation, mostly internal frustration, 

required immediate intervention and change. The firestorm of 

public criticism provided the necessary level of 

dissatisfaction to allow for substantial organizational 

change. This project will attempt to outline the strategies 

and processes utilized in this intervention and the oVer-all 

future of change in California law enforcement. 

John D. Abbey 
Silicon Valley, Ca. 1987 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

WHERE ARE WE GOING? 

This project: asks the question, "What is the future of 

change management in California policing?" This project was 

designed ~o capture the very essence of the Command College 

course of study and apply it to the future of an actual 

California police agency. Not only do we explore the 

dynamics of change management from a conceptual perspective, 

but the writer has tested these assumptions in an actual 

organizational intervention. 

The police agency under study, identified by the 

psuedonym Silicon Valley Police Department (S.V.P.D.), was a 

typical small city police department in the midst of a 

sUbstantial crisis. The crisis was both internal and 

external, in that both the members of the organization and 

the public had lost trust and respect for the agency and its 

leadership. The external forces motivated a Grand Jury 

- - investigation that served to deal a: death's blow to: the~sel:t- 1'. . .• 

esteem of the individuals that remained with S.V.P.D. 

The case study component of this writing serves to test 

the assumptions that are discussed in the theoretical 

context. The cast in this change scenario is unique to the 

tradition of law enforcment. The principal change agent is a 

newly appoir.ted police chief from outside the organization, 

not uncommon to organizations in severe crisis. The chief 
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was charged by both city manager and city council to "change • 

the police .department, " though the march"ing orders did not 

include a description of their desired state. The p~imary 

supporting role was assumed by a senior consultant from the 

state Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 

·(P.O.S.T.), Management Counseling Services Bureau. Primarily 

expert consultants in developmental change, Counseling 

services expanded their normal scope of involvement for this 

project. The consultant that was assigned was a former 

police chief that had experienced similar change 

circumstances. His knowledge and academic interest in 

organizational development brought a unique combination of 

expertise, bridging the interests of the police chief and 

those of the private organizational development (O.D.) 

consultant, the third member of the change team. A 

highly respected private sector 0.0. consultant, the 

consultant was retained by P.O.S.T. to support this 

individual study. The consultant provided the process 

alternatives and the expertise in organizational development. 

A more detailed discussion of the roles of these individuals 

and the roles of many others will follow in subsequent 

chapters . 

. The transformation that was attempted could be described 

as "rl.sky, at best" in a healthy organization with a high 

readiness for complex change. In the "factioned" and "shell 

-2-
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• shock" remains of S. 'il • P. D. this task would prove to be the 

highest test of our change model . 

• 
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II. STATEMENT OF NEED 

THE CASE FOR CHANGE, 

statements such as "change for the sake of change," and 

"if it ain't broke, don't fix it" seem to be a paradigm of 

law enforcement thinking. I recail an article in Law and 

Order magazine which read: 

Is there any difference between foresightedness 
and dreaming: It probably depends on one's 
perspective. (In policing, some might say it depends 
on one's rank.) Unfortunately, dreamers and 
innovation advocates in policing are often outcasts 
within the agency. Police managers must attempt to 
instill professional attitudes into subordinates and 
a professional attitUde includes the ability and 
willingness to evaluate new and different 
perspectives. 

If dreaming, innovation, and change, are terms 
that the police community has difficulty accepting, 
maybe we should use foresight as a more acceptable 
term. (1) 

As tomorrow's leadership in law enforcement, we must 

recognize and accept change as an integral part of everything 

we do. Few police administrators will fail to acknowledge 

the significant effects of a few "changes" we have 

experienced in the last two decades. The 1960's brought the 

rebellion of civil rights movement and other social issues. 

This phenomena was followed by a "line officer" rebellion, a 

"them and us" attitude that fostered strong and militant 

labor organizations an~ is forever etched in our personnel 

laws. Some attribute the escalation of many of these issues 

-4-
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to the, fail "J.re of police,lanag ~~;~~nt to r.e.ad the climate :.mc', 

reconcile the issues. A third significant issue is the 

failure of public offici 2..~. 3:0 Bread II public sentiment I 

resul ting in the passage of, proposi-'::,ion 13 and subsequent 

"tax reform" issues. 

As Alvin Toffler has ,?ointed out in his TNri tings, Future 

Shock and The Third Wave/)ur society is undergoing;a 

significant transition. Our society is moving from an 

industrial era to an information age, not unlike our 

historical move from an agri-economy. This change is 

severely impacted by the separate issue of rate of change. 

Toffler described this phenomenon nearly two decades ago in 

his classic volume. His description is: 

'Shattering stress'and disorientation that we 
induce in individuals by subjecting them to too much 
change in too short a time . . . F~ture shock is 
dizzying disorientation brought on by the prem~ture 
arrival of the future. It may well be ,the most 
impo~tant disease of tommorrow . ' •. Future shock is 
a time phenome'non of the greatly accelerated ra·te of 
change in society. It arises from the-':-','-:-"- :~--::',:'':''~:'':'.:~" 
superimposition of a new culture on an old one. It 
is culture shock in one's own society. (2) 

Changes are occurring at such an accelerated pace that we are 

left with few "landmarks" in which to gauge our progress. 

The very definition of change put forth by Rosabeth Moss 

Kantor in The Chang,e Masters, should legitimize the 

recognition of ch~nge as a high priority in police 

management. She writes: 

-5-



. . . change involves the crystalization of new 
action possibilities (new policies, n~~! behaviors, new 
patterns, new methodologies, new products, or new 
market ideas) based on reconceptionalized patterns in 
the organization. The architecture of change involves 
the design and construction of new patterns, or the 
reconceptualization of old ones, to make new, and 
hopefully more productive, actions more possible. (3) 

Often in our profession the impending effects of change 

are artificially attenuated with the "pendulum principle." 

Made popular in the late 1960's and 1970's by the confusion 

created by the Warren Supreme Court's attempt at specific 

procedural standards, our profession postured ·in a reactive 

nit will eventually swing back" position. Though the Supreme 

Court has in fact returned to a more conservative "broad 

legal guideline" philosophy, this change has hardly "swung 

back" to the past. Had our administrators of the 1960's 

identified these trends and moved for proactive change, what 

significant effect would it have had on our history? Could 

we have reduced or perhaps eliminated the day to day suspense 

of whether yesterday's arrest fits into'today's Supreme Court 

ruling. 

The pendulum effect is not hybrid to the police 

profession. In reviewing management literature, one sees 

evidence of this phenomena, whether it be called "pendulum 

effect" or "cycles." In Brown's and Weiner's book on 

harnessing change, they point out: 
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Circumstances change, and therefore, identical 
events lose their sameness. A more accurate 
representation of apparently cyclical change is a 
spiral rather than a pendulum . . . 

When things seem to revert to some former stage 
of belief or development, they do so in a new 
context, and therefore, they are never exactly the 
same. (4) . 

Figure 1 

A pendulum travels back 
and forth along the same path. 

A spiral turns in on 
itself, but always in 

a new plane. 

Brown. and Weiner use the term "impermanence" to describe 

the dimension of change. In our profession, we have begun to 

,_< .tack1:e the lssues' emerging from our impermanence., Though I 

have discussed more broad issues of change, this writer will 

focus on organizational change. Organizational change is 

used in the general context of describing how organizations 

move from a present state to a desired future state. The 

motivation for these efforts can be internal or external in 

nature. In the case study, this writer will describe 

examples of both forces .. In the change process, many of the 
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technologies and methods a.~·e the same, regardless of the 

source of motivation. 

In an article for the ?ublication OD Practitioner, 

management consultant and author Linda S. Ackerman divides 

organizational change into three distinct types of change 

common in organizations (see figure 2). She writes of -the 

need to clarify the definition of change by saying: 

Change is one of those words that serves as a melting 
pot for scores of concepts and methods ... change 
means many different things to us. For example, it 
can mean planning, training, problem solving, 
innovation, leadership . . . the list goes on! (5) 

The experiences of writer as a change agent strongly 

support Ackerman's theories. 'Discussion of these concepts 

in Chapter IV will serv.e to clarify the stag.es in the 

case study agency's change process. 

Figure 2 

DEVELOPMENTAL 
CHANGE 

TRANSITIONAL 
CHANGE 

THREE TYPES OF CHANGE 

I 
@ -'T"!w,iSrOON-' 

STArr:: .sTATE. . 
...- ...... ---- ...... 

PLATEAlJ - , 

" 

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
~ R~M~~3.0\1CE-

CHANGE 
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III. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 

WHAT WILL WE GAIN? 

As fluid as change itself, objectives cannot remain static as 

alternate futures evolve. The initial objectives of this 

. project, though the words remain largely the same, have 

significantly changed meaning in the course of time. This 

phenomenon, a product of "transformation" rather than 

transition, is discussed in detail in Chapter IV. Though the 

objectives served their aGademic purpose of a target for the . 
research inquiry, only after the project was well underway 

did the researcher realize their' complexity. Only through 

the guidance and critical inquiry of Professor Philip Harris 

was the researcher able to clarify the real outcomes of this 

research. This in itself was a valuable learning experience 

and is clearly reflected in the writer's observations and 

conclusions. The objectives of this research are: 

1. Create a change management model for law enforCement 
agencies, focusing on visioning the desired future. 

2. Identify and articulate a transformational leadership 
method for directing change. 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

Demonstrate the value of planned change over reactive 
adaptation. 

Develop a case study in law enforcement change that is 
applicable to other c~iminal justice agencies. 

Provide an insight to other law enforcement 
administrators that face a similar situation, including 
a comprehensive listing of resource material . 
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IV. THE METHODOLOGY 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In discussing "the process" in this research, the writer 

must first call the reader's attention to the dichotomy that 

exists in the study. The surrounding framework of the study 

is the inquiry into the future of change management in law 

enforcement. Within this framework, the author will report 

specific interventions that were applied during the case 

study period. This parallel will serve to ~est the writer's 

overall assumptions as the report proceeds. 

In reviewing the. literature, the author found an 

abundance of recent writings on the subject of change and 

it's related strat~gies (i.e. strategic planning and 

transition management). The breadth of this growing body of 

knowledge is reflected i.n the bibliography of this writing. 

To focus on the objectives of this s~udy, the researcher 

found it necessary to "triage" the vast theories and action 

alternatives to avoid "information overload" and distraction 

from our desired outcomes. References are mainly included to 

clarify and to cite the authority for statements in text. 

As we discussed in previous chapters, change is part of 

our'everday professional life. How we react to changes and 

how we initiate change is the basis fo~ the following 

chapters of this writing. As stated by Beckhard and Harris: 
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As a result in changes in the state of the 
organizational world, there is an increasing concern 
with the management of change and need for effective 
str~tegies for large-system change. We define a 
large-system change strategy as a 2l£n defining what 
; nterven'tions to make where, by whom and at what time 
in order to move the organization to a state where it 
can. optimally transfo~ needs into results in a social 
environment that nurtures people's worth and dignity. 
( 6) • 

How this plan is developed, what interventions are to be 

used and other factors are dependent upon many variables. 

The foundation for the process must include an overview of 

these considerations. 

Change "readiness" is a critical factor in any 

transition or transformation. In Dr. Philip Harris' book 

Management in Transition, he points out the contrast between 

• the "Traditional Manager of the Disappearing Industrial Wor)e 

Culture" and the "Transformational Manager of the Emerging 

• 

Metaindustrial Work Culture. II (7) His table, entitled 

"Contrasting A~titudes ,and styles of Managers," clearly points 

out' potential "blockades" in an organizationat"change eff'ort:' --::.:-:.,~,,'; 

(See figure 3). Dr. Harris' theory was well tested in the 

case study" The "Traditional Manager • " can easily be 

compared with the traditional schools of law enforcement 

thinking. This comparison is not intended to be judgmental, 

but to inform the reader as to potential resistance t~ 

change, In the aqthor's theoretical study, fellow police 

administrators (including participants in the Command College) 
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expressed consensus on the IIchange in attitude" of today's 

police officer candidate. The comments noted from these 

discussions tend to mirror Harris' asse:r-tions in /I contrast3. :~c; 

attitudes." (8) This reference. clearly conflicts with many 

admin±strator's paradigms of law enforcement management. 

This risk is present in any application of general managemen·t 

writings to law enforcement. With this caveat in mind, we 

can easily apply the comparison to our own hybrid profession. 

Figure 3. 

CONTRASTING ATTITUDES AND STYLES OF MANAGERS 

Traditional Manager . . . 

- stodgy/Rigid: staid, slow 
to act; closed-minded to 
new ideas and approaches. 

- Past Oriented: concerned 
for "how we always did it" 
and maintenance of status 
quo. 

- Short-term Oriented: 
considers immediate 
impact, profits, markets, 
and issues. 

- Quantity/Product Oriented: 
culturebound to "our way 
and what's good for us" in 
terms of numbers, goods, 
and things that produce 
profits: meets the bottom
line considerations only. 

Transformational Manager 

- DynamiC/Flexible: Forcefully 
acts in response to people/ 
situations/markets; open
minded. 

- Anticipative/Future Oriented: 
concerned for planning 
change, forecasting tomorrow. 

- Long-term Oriented: considers 
down-the-line implications of 
present actions and 
strategies. 

- Quality/Servic'e oriented: 
culture-sensitive to customer/ 
customer needs that results in 
profitable performance; 
exercises corporate social 
responsibility. 
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- Institutional/Hierarchical 
oriented: loyal to 
organization, 
accomplishment of tasks, 
and following chain of 
command or orders. 

- competitive/Combative: 
plays fiercely as in 
sports for game's sake and 
winning only: sometimes 
arrogant. and manipulative 
in pursuit of the prize. 

- Pack Thinking: plays it 
safe and goes along with 
the crowd: blends in like 
the organization man; does 
what everybody else does.' 

- Confo~ity/Re-enforces 
Dependency: big daddy 
knows best: does what he's 
told; believes in power 
for the few elite at the 
t~p, being an organization 
man. 

- pragmatic/Mechanistic: 
concerned for the 
practical and 
quantifiable; for getting 
things done at any cost; 
number counter/cruncher. 

- Environmentally Amoral: 
exploitative and 
conquering approach toward 
nature: concern is for 
economic security and 
welfare only. 

- Average Performance: 
concerned for unit 
production and . 
organizational standards 
or for quantity called for 
in union contracts. 

- Individual/Team oriented: 
concerned for people, group 
loyalties, and process, ~sing 
informal networks and 
relationships; participative. 

- Cooperative/Facilitative: 
seeks synergy and enjoyment in 
business/professional life: 
consults and collaborates with 
others for win/win experiences. 

- Vanguard Thinking: stays 
informed and on the cutting 
edge; innovates and takes 
responsible risks even if it 
means being a creative deviant. 

- Initiative/Autonomy: 
encourages creative thought 
and action; interdependence; 
self-help, awareness, and 
responsibility; power sharing 
and networking. 

- Conceptualizer/Synthesizer: 
concerned for concepts,models, 
and paradigms that fit ideas 
and things together for action 
purposes; links together pieces 
and parts into a whole.·· 

- Environmentally/Ecologically 
Sensitive: partner with nature 
on Spaceship Earth; preserves 
and conserves where feasible; 
enhances quality on life on 
planet earth. 

- Competent Performance: sets 
high personal and professional 
stan?ards for self and others; 
concerned with self-development 
and actualization. 

(Philip R. Harris PhD,l985) 
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with an understanding of contrasting ~a.nagement styles, 
influences on change strategy and decision making become mora 
apparent. This influence is clearly depicted by Richard J. 
Hermon-~~ylor in Oraanizational strateqy a:ld Change. In his 
matrix of "organizational Influences on Models 'of change," 
(see figure 4) he charts the relationship between "management 
style ll and "reasoning process." (9) 

Figure 4 

ORG~~IZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON MODELS OF CHANGE 

Management Style 

Authoritarian participative 

Reasoning 
.Process 

Judgemental 

Analytical 

Control- Collegial 
oriented 

Logic- Informed 
driven concensus 

(RichardJ. Hermon-Taylor, 1985) 

In Chapter II, figure 2 defined Linda Ackerman's three 

types of change. A closer look at the'those definitions will 

prove valuable in the understanding of the process that was 

pursued. Ackerman's first type is IIdevelopmental change." 

Developmental change is an improvement of an existing 

condition. These types .)f changes may increase the lIoutput" 

or improve an existing procedure. She comments: 

The key notion is to enhance or 
already exists in the organization, 
awareness, continuity and strength. 
development keeps people growing and 
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:Host law enforcement agencies are i,nvol ved in developmen'tal 

change th=ough the t=aining process, team building and other 

common O.D. interventions. 

The second type of change is "transitional 'change. 11 This 

type requires, the developme,nt of a new or future state, to 

which the organization will move. The processes used in 

transitional change require a clear picture of the future 

state. From the present state, the organization can move in 

an orderly fashion to the desired future state. The period 

of change, known as the "transition state," can be managed 

through planning, training for future skills and adequate 

communication. A key comparison of Ackerman's theories to 

our case study appears in her stat~ment: 

Often, the transition phase is managed by'two 
parallel struc,tures-- one that oversees the ongoing 
operation, and one that manages the changes. 
Throughout this period of disruption, the organization 
uses the picture of its new state to shape its plans 
and to inspire the process. (11) 

. Developmental change could be an integral component ih:-.·..::.~~· 

developing the skills needed in the future state. 

The third type is "transformational change, ',' which she 

describes as: 

.' . . like the caterpillar turning in'to the 
butterfly, is the emergence'of a totally new state of 
being out of the remains of the old state. (12) 

Herein lies the value of the case study. In Chris Argyrisl 

(et al) definitive work on the concept of "action science,n 
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a key.feature is described as: • 

. . . empirically disconfi~able proposi~ions 
thqt are organized into a theory; (13) 

Measurement of the "transformation" of the organization under 

. study defies empirical confir~ation. Of course, individual 

"developmental changes" and "transitional changes" can be 

quantified and attitudinal changes can be measured. This 

is the point where the methodology turns in the direction of 

the action science theory of research. By no means a step by 

step following elf the' theory but f.ollowing the key features 

of: 

(1) empirically disconfirmable propositions that are 
organized into theory; 

(2) knowledge that human beings ·can implement in an 
action context; and 

(3) a'l ternati ves to the status quo that both 
illuminate what exists and inform fundamental 
change, in light of values freely chosen by . 
social actors. (14) 

with a better understanding of the complexities (by far 

not all!), the writer can proceed with a description of the 

methodogy that was utilized for the overall research inquiry 

and the actual interventions in the case study agency. 
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• A LOOK AT THE PROCESS 

The overall methodol~gy and research strategy for 

developing the change model, initiating the changes, 

evaluating the case study, and analizing the futures 

issues, was composed of the following elements: 

1. Review of the curriculum of the P.O.S.T. Command 

College. 

2. Review of the literature on change, strategy and 

action research. 

3. Interviews of practitioners and academics. 

4. Development of the "change team." 

5. Design, administration and analysis of the 

• measurement ~nstrument. 
6. Recordation of the baseline condition of the 

organization under study. 

7. Deve~opment of a strategy to initiate change in 

the subject organization. 

8. Initiate the change strategy. 

9. Monitor the progress of the organization, 

reevaluate strategies and interventions. 

10. Readminister and analize measurement instrument. 

11. Review results, debrief change team, report 

observations and conclusions. 

•• -17-



Command college Curriculum Review 

For the non-law enforcement reader, the Command 

College is an educational program of ten individual 

week-long workshops over a two year period. It is 

designed for senior command personnel from law 

enforcement agencies throughout California. The 

program is administered by The California Commission 

on Peace Officer Standards and Training, Center for 

Executive Development, and is financed through State 

funding. The faculty is comprised of distingushed 

university professors and consultants, certainly on 

par with the finest graduate business schools in the 

country. The curriculum of the Command College is 

designed to address the future perspective of law 

enforcement. For this reason, the researcher utilized 

much of the learned technology_ The researcher 

reviewed the' following areas: 

- Analysis of emerging issues: Emer~ing issues"in 

law enforcement were reviewed, relative to our 

changing environment. The Command'College 

experience provided the writer with an in depth 

analysis. Previous works of the' author addressed 

specifid issues, such as alternative funding. 

The collective input of my Command College 
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colleagues is reflected in discussion of the 

emerging issues and trends. 

- Trend analysis and cross-impact analysis: This 

process was used to forecast key trends and 

cross-impact those trends with specific events. 

This proved to be of great value in identifying 

the alternative futures in the case study. 

- Scenario development: Scenarios became a key 

component in all levels of the research and 

organizational intervention. The scenarios were 

used to explore the relationships between 

specific trends, changes' and possible 

interventions. The scenarios were used 

extensively in the leadership component of the 

intervention. They provided a "three 

dimensional, full color view" of the future. The 

senarios served to link the desired future of the 

organization with the appropriate strategy. 

- strategic planning and decision making: The 

strategic process was utilized for 

identifying the stakeholders and analizing their 

level of support or resistance. Conflicts were 

analized and mitigated. Strategic plans were 
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developed and the future organization grew from 

the process. 

- Transition management: As the key component in 

this project, the models and interventions were 

used extensively. The Harris/ Hasley model was 

.used as the basis for the newly developed change 

model. 

- Human resource management: This' phase of the 

curriculum provided the basis for further 

exploration in the human factors of 

organizational change. Ethics, values and 

organizational culture were essential to this 

change effort. 

- Economic issues: Much of this material dealt 

with issues that the studied agency viewed as 

critical or limiting. Several of the learned 

interventions and strategies were implemented in 

this change effort. 

- Technological issues: Technology ~vas used as one 

of the researcher's vehicles for initiating 

change.. Technology became the "tangible product" 

that served to reward the members of the 

organization. Innovation has become a driving 
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force in the new emerging culture of the case 

study agency. 

- Research methodology: The scope and objectives of 

the project are based upon the Command College 

objectives for independeJ t study. 

Review of the literature 

This project has involved a constant review of the 

literature. Unlike a static topic that is 

subjected to scientific analysis and examination, 

this project was as viable as the organization. As 

issues developed, new areas of thought developed. 

New concepts emerged and revised versions of 

existing concepts were examined. Examples of this 

phenomenon are reflected throughout this report. 

The literature review was not without its 

disappointments. The researcher contracted with 

the NASA Industrial Applications Center at the 

University of Southern California, to perform the 

on-line interactive data base searches. Having had 

,experience in researching other topics, the writer 

expected significant results. The results showed 

only the lack of research and writing on 

organization change and ~ransition management in 

our profession. Most of the literature that was 

-21-
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discovered was not in the criminal justice field 

and much of the material was too recent for the 

data base research technique. 

Many of the valuable journal articles that 

the researcher used in this effort were obtained 

through informal networking. 

Interviews 

Throughout this project, interviews with 

practitioners and educators served to refine the 

change effort and the research. Potential stake

holders were interviewed on all levels of this 

effort. The City Manager, fellow department 

heads and elected city officials were the source of 

many issues and considerations used in developing 

the futures study data and subsequent strategy. 

Members of the general public were asked to provide 

input through public meetings and through private 

meetings with the researcher. 

Development of the Change Team 

An integral part of this reseal;"ch was the 

assistance and guidance from the "outside" agents 

of change discussed in chapter 1. This project 

grew from the interest and support of the Senior 

Consultant from the Commission on Peace Officer 
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~ Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.), Management 

Counseling Services ·Bureau. The writer immediately 

~ 

~ 

requested the assistance of P.O.S.T., upon being 

appointed to the position. Due to the alledged 

mismanagement and criticism of the organizational 

structure by the Grand Jury, the writer enlisted 

the aid of P.O.S.T. in performing a complete audit 

of the Department. During the initial discussions 

with the assigned management consultant, the writer 

brought up the issue of managing the changes that 

were already planned and those that were anticipated. 

following the audit. These discussions evolved into 

the test program in this report. 

As a part of P.O.S.T. 's trial program, an 

organizational development consultant was re~ained. 

The consultant was chosen because of her experience in 

change strategies and her experience as an instructor 

in the Command College. A key advantage to the 'chang€C~'" " 

team was that all three members shared the common 

philosphy about change that is included in the 

P.O.S.T. curriculum. The O.D. consultant's many 

qualifications included years of training 

and O.D. experience in militaristic organizations and 

experience as a faculty member of Tom Peter's Center 

for Excellence in Palo Alto, California. 
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The third member of the change team was the 

researcher, the Chief of Police in the subject 

organization. The only "inside" member of the team, 

the writer was only in the organization for four' 

months prior to the change effort. Those four months 

were occupied with "firefighting" in the external arena 

of the organization. Except for immediate "must do" 

changes, most of the changes would be included in the 

planned change process. 

Design, administration and analysis of the instrument 

As one measurement for the results of this chang~ 

effort, a survey instrument was developed and 

administered to all members of the organization (see 

appendix A). The instrument is based upon the K & R 

Systems Model of Organizations. The instrument 

measures perceptions in six subsystems of the total 

organization. Those subsystems ar~~ 

1. Technology: How the work gets done. 

2. Goals and Values: As they pertain to the 

aqcomplishment of the mission. 

3. Environment: The ability of the organization to 

provide service in light of demands and 

resources. 
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4. structure: The relationships between different 

parts of the organization. 

5. Psychosocial: The individual and social 

relationships existing within the organization. 

6. Managerial: The linking mechanism which 

integrates organizational acti~ity toward 

relevant goals. 

Recordation of the Baseline Condition 

The "pre-test" description of the study 

organization (described in Chapter V) was developed 

jointly by the senior consultant from P.O.S.T. and 

the author. Following the work plan from P.O.S.T., 

the researcher examined the same areas, but from a 

different perspective. The researcher was more 

concerned with the culture and values, where the 

consultant's primary task was evaluation of the 

process and systems. The information from both 

inquiries was shared, resulting in a much clearer 

picture of the organizational functions for the 

change team. 

Development of the Change strategy 

strategic plans were developed on two major 

levels, the first being the strategy used by the 

change team to promote' the development of the 
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internal mechanism for change. The second level was 

the internal management strategy for transforming the 

organization. A description of the specific processes 

will be discussed in' the following chapters. 

Initiate Change strategies 

Both levels of strategy were initiated 

simultaneously. The change team was promoting the 

mechanism, as the management group was initiating the 

actual organizational changes. The experience of 

this complexity is described in the conclusion. 

Monitoring the Progress 

During the entire process, on all levels, the 

ongoing stategic planning process allowed for 

adjustment of objectives, changes in interventions, 

and even alterations in the overall expected ,outcomes 

of the project. 

Readministration of the instrument 

At the conclusion of the study period, the test 

instrument was readministered, analized and the data 

shared with the members of the organization. 

Review of Results 

At the conclusion of the project, the change team 

met to evaluate the processes and r~sults of the 

study. The researcher measured all available 
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quantitative data for the period preceeding the test. 

and the time during the test period. This data was 

used to support conclusions and opinions. 
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V. THE CASE STUDY 

SNAPSHOT 1985 

The true significance of the change effort in this 

study is seen in the contrast between the condition at 

the onset of the intervention and the condition at the 

time of conclusion of the study. This segment of the 

case study will report the obse,rvations in the later 

months of 1985. For clarity and structure, the 

researcher will use a strategic planning format known by 

the acronym of S.T.E.E.P. S.T.E.E.P. represents Social 

considerations, Technological Development, Environmental 

Challenges, Economic Considerations and Political 

Considerations. A recent change in this model by Hank E. 

Koehn, principal futurist on the Command College faculty, 

added a sixth dimens~on of ' organizational Considerations 
1 

(S.T.E.E.P.O.). (15) Used by Koehn's company, Trimtab 

COnsulting Group, as a scanning format, S.T.E.E.P.O.' is 

also a logical format for describing the case study. 

Social considerations: 

The term social, in the context of this study, will 

refer to' the interpersonal relationships, culture and 

values of the stakeholders and the organization. Only 

supported by the instrument's report of "perceptions,l1 

the researcher must rely on subjective evaluation based 

upon knowledge and experience in law enforcement systems. 
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In 1985 S.V.P.D. was an organization in shock, still 

reeling from a public scandal that was the subject of 

media attention throughout California. A former employee 

had initiated accusations that quickly gained momentum in 

the local press. Accusations of brutality, mistreatment 

of prisoners and management incompetence were made. The 

involvement of the former chief in some of the 

accusations gave the necessary appeal for the larger 

regional media to get involved. Although the District 

Attorney's office investigated the charges and declined 

to prosecute, the tenacity of the former employee 

resulted in a Grand Jury investigation of the Department. 

In the course of the Grand Jury hearings, each 

employee was called to testify. Several employees report 

that the process was highly accusatory and leaned toward 

the direction of the former employee's accusations. This 

perception created a bifurcation in the organization. 

The nature of the proceedings produced a high level of 

mistrust and animosity between fellow workers. The 

subsequent indictment of two sergeants for the brutality 

accusations and a scathing Grand Jury report all but 

destroyed the organization. An assessment of the 

validity of the Grand Jury's actions or the veracity of 

the accusers are not addressed in this study. The 
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importance is in the perceptions that were pervasive in 

the organization. In essence, the Grand Jury had 

"certified" the management staff as incompetent and every 

action was resisted or scrutinized. The organization was 

paralyzed. 

The researcher interviewed each member 'of the 

organization and investigated the accusations. The 

sergeants under indictment were almost non-existant in 

the social envir<;mment. T~e organization had begun to 

disregard their existence, even before their subsequent 

separation from the department. In the opinion of the 

researcher, the core issue ~as support or non-support of 

the former employee who had taken on the aura of what I 

have named "The Serpico Syndrome. 1I Perceiv.ed as the 

crusader for all injustice, this former employee 

maintained an incredible amount of control over the 

organization and some of the lqcal media. This 

phenomenon is highly complex and is too lengthly to 

include in this report. 

The level of disatifaction was extremely high and 

expectation of massive organizational change was present. 

The new leader was welcomed and no perception of 

leadership competition existed. The expectations placed 

on the new leader were considerable. 
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No clear values or firm cultures were in place in the 

organization. The separated employees represented one 

culture, while several others co-existed among the 

remaining employees. Management shared a "memoryll of a 

department that was supported by the community and where 

the officers were on a first name basis with the 

community. The youngest officers shared a culture 

molded along the professional model with high technology 

and "real police department" ways of doing things ("real 

seems to be synonyomous with "large") as their 

expectation. The department lacked any common 

understanding of values or organizational culture. 

Technological development: 

with the exception of a newly aquired state grant for 

a crime analysis computer :=;ystem, "technology" was non-

existant. The newer employees were anxious for 

technology advancement, evidenced by the "grass roots" 

development of the computer grant. 

Environmental challenges: 

The department's (the city's for that matter) bleak 

economic picture and understaffing problems were, a result 

of population growth restrictions that exist in the City. 

Sudden uncontolled growth in the 1970's resulted in a 

voter imposed restrictions on development. Right or 
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wrong, these ~estrictions stopped revenues after the 

population ~a.d exploded. Services were st~etched and 

fur~her income was limited. The city's unique rural 

environment i.s the underlying concern in local politics. 

The environment is truely sacred in the community. 

Economic concerns: 

The department has suffered from financial hardship 

for many years. Budget funding was scarce and the 

staffing was below minimum loevels. The members of the 

organization did not have high expectations of additional 

funding. The researcher, in concert with the newly 

appointed city Manager, shared much brighter expectations 

for the economic future. 

Political concerns: 

The elected officials had shared the criticism from 

the Grand Jury and press. Accused of inaction and lack 

of leadership, the council was highly critical of the 

police department. The members of the council were quick 

to demand investigations of" any indication of wrong 

doing, rumor or otherwise. The political leaders 

demanded "changes" in the police department. 

Fortunately, the judgement of what those changes should 

be were left to the new leader. 

organizational considerations: 

The structure of the case study agency was quite 
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typical of small police agencies (see figure 5). 

Functionally, the division of responsibility was unclear 

and accountability was not clearly in place. 

Personnel deployment was based upon "equal 

distributic:m" and lacked any corrl=lation with workload or 

"calls for service." Reporting procedures were 

complicated and cumbersome. Reports were dictated for 

"speed" which resulted in up to one week between initiation 

and arrival at the detective's desk. 

The administrative and records activities were 

overloaded and the department was "smothering" under a 

mountain of purgable documents. Many of the systems that 

were well managed, such as training, were suffering from 

the problems in other areas. 

Figure 5 

CHIEF 

PATROL LIEUTENANT 

SGT 
TEAM 1 

SGT 
TEAM 2 

SGT 
TEAM3 

SGT 
TEAM 4 
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The administrative duties of the organization were shared 

by the two division commanders. The patrol lieutenant and 

the administrative lieutenant shared responsibility for 

training, equipment repair, and purchasing. The two 

lieutenants shared the internal affairs and intelligence, as 

well. The administrative lieutenant commanded records 

personnel, though the chief's secretary was the "office 

supervisor." Detectives were supervised by the 

administrative lieutenant, though case screening was 

performed by a patrol sergeant. Ca.se flow was based upon 

routing slips and each recording or reporting step was 

performed by a separate "specialized person." Very little 

cross ~raining was evident and as many as six separate 

, 
" 

• 

"written logs" were kept. The "office manager" role of the • 

chief's secretary was created to deal with an internal 

conflict between peer employees. 

The detect~ve bureau was comprised of three positions: 

though shortages in people-power forced the staffing to 

remain at two. The detectives were assigned from 30 to 40 

cases per month, with as many as 50 active cases on their 

desk. No first line supervision was present, though a 

"senior detective" was traditional. The detectives performed 

all of the .property management and court liaison duties. 

As much as 25 percent of a detective's time was spent on 

property alone. 
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The patrol deployment was a unique combination of three 

eighi;:-hour shifts, of equal strength., with a ten-hour (four 

day) relief shift. The "graveyard shift" was self relieving 

with staggered days off, where the other shifts worked the 

same days in "teams." A workload study of all shifts during 

a 91 day period showed a 'significant imbalance in the 

distribution of the call~ for service (Appendix B). This scheme 

()f deployment was favored by the field personnel because of the 

four-day work week on one shift and a lengthly "training" 
. 

overlap that occurred. Though the time was available, 

consistant "in-service training" was not apparent on all 

shifts. This schedule required significant overtime to 

allow officers to attend off-site P.C.S.T. certified 

training. This area of practice proved to be the most 

resistant to change. 

The report writing procedure was to mechanically dictate 

reports, at the descretion of the individual officer. The 

procedure, for which no formal manual existed~"wbuldbegln 

with the officer placing the completed tape with a case 

jacket and forwarding it for transcription. The transcribed 

report is sent back to the officer for proofing and any 

necessary corrections. If corrections are necessary, the 

report is returned to records. When all corrections are 

completed, the officer submi~s the case jacket to the 

sergeant. If the sergeant rejects the report, the process is 
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repeated. Though the transcription is to be completed within ~ 

48 hours, many reports would not reach the detective's desk 

for up to seven days. with this repeated handling of case 

jackets, by almost every member of the department, the 

probability of losing reports was high. 

Some "organizational issues" strongly a.ffected the 

culture and the attitudes of the members of S.V.P.D. The 

communications function, receiving and dispatching of calls 

for service, was contracted to the county.. The location of 
. 

the dispatchers was 15 miles away, in another city. The 

S.V.P.D. station was unstaffed after five o'clock in the 

afternoon. Though patrol officers would stop by the station 

and would use the booking facilities, the department was 

viewed as a "part-time" police department. The frustration ~ 
and amazement was evident in many citizen contacts; at a 

police department that "closed at 5." 

The contracting for communications created further 

limitations on the organization. Viewing police 

communications as a "central hub" of a.ny department, this 

relationship was lacking. The conduct: of the dispatchers was 

controlled completely by the county supervision staff. Any 

complaint was handled without notification of the outcome. 

The staff of S.V.P.D. were required to "buy" tapes 'of their 

own officer's radio traffic, if routine supervision required 

a review. The county recorded no management information for 
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S.V.P.D. and resisted requests for assistance in workload 

studies~ This level of service was provided for about a 

quarter-of-a-million dollars per year. 

Every procedure at S.V.P.D. was a product of "building 

upon" obsolete systems. Rather than reassess an entire 

function, a new twist would be added to "make it work." The 

men and women of the organization worked "in spite,", rather 

than "in concert " with their support system. This brief 

description of the condition in 1985 cannot fully depict the 

limitations that existed. The organization under review faced 

an overwelming task to achieve excellence in policing. 

DEVELOPING THE TRANSITION TEAM 

Led by the researcher and supported by the two 

outside consultants, a transition team was developed 

within the organization. The team consisted of the chief 

(the researcher), two lieutenants, four sergeants and the 

chief IS, secretary, who also functioned as the~records" 

supervisor. During the course of the study, several 

changes took place. One lieutenant voluntarily assumed a 

sergeant position and a sergeant ass~med the lieutenant 

position on an acting basis. An additional sergeant was 

added, bringing the total to five sergeants. The secretary 

waG promoted to records/communications supervisor and a 

new chief's secretary was hired (this person now acts as 
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support to the transition team). The chronology of the 

team development is reflected in the following 

paragraphs. 

In later 1985 and January of 1986, the researcher and 

consultants worked together on designing the process. As 

stated by the 0.0. Consultant, Gayle Hasley, the initial 

meetings were three fold: 

To create a basic, shared-vision of the framework 
for the project in terms of outcomes and 
expectations. 
To create a more detailed, outcome-driven design 
for the activities to be conducted at [the 
management team's first offsite session]. 
To create a greater degree of understanding and 
growth in the consultant-client relationship. 

After the initial introductions, the trilogy of change 

agents began their task. After some wrong turns and unclear 

directions, the three members began to fulfill the expected 

outcomes. Substantial progress was made on the loose 

framework for the project. It was decided that further 

information would develop in the of.fsite, guiding the 

further design of the project. A detailed' agenda was 

developed for the upcoming offsite meeting. The consultant-

client relationship was clarified in light 0f the unique 

"test case" circumstances. 

A majority of the first consultant meeting was devoted to 

clarification of this writer's expectations of the change 

effort. As chief executive of the subject organization, the 
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following "desired outcomes" were expressed by the 

writer and recorded by Ms. Hasley: 

Have people (City Manager, council, and the 
Department's Critical Mass) not only buy into, 
but OWN the common vision and underlying values 
it expresses for the future. Best illustrated 
by the writer's motto "Exemplary Service." 
Create a management team that relentlessly 
pursues the vision by initiating appropriate 
and necessary related activity within the value 
structure. 
Create a rigid, value-driven framework, and the 
support structures that will allow the 
management team to develop and implement the 
vision. A 'participative autocracy' (sic). 
Plan and implement ~tructures to get "-knowing" 
input from the community and special interest 
groups to assist in validating and updating the 
vision, as well as for garnering support. 
Create a documented "roadmapll of the journey" to 
the future state by the end of the project so 
we can see where we have been and what the 
critical paths have been that led us from HERE 
to THERE. 
Motivate all department members to achieve 
optimum levels of personal development. "Be 
the best that you can be." 

From this lofty set of expectations, Hasley formulated 

the questions: 

1. How will you know when these Outcomes have been 
reached? 

2. What actions/activity could we initiate to create 
some base line data? 

3. How is it NOW in relation to each of those 
desired outcomes? 

On the following page, figure 6 lists the general methods 

we could use and the resources available to us in pursuing 

the outcomes. 
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Figure 6 

METHODS AND RESOURCES 

METHODS 

Offsites by 
level/grouping, i.e. 
staff/department/city/ 
public. 

- Input instruments/ 
methods, including 
surveys, advisory groups, 
public hearings. 

- Employing consultants; 
both internal and 
external. 

- Creating communication 
strategies/mechanisms 
also by level or group. 

- Using special meeting 
groups, task or focus. 
groups similar to the 
Innovation group. 

- Researching and 
implementing selected 
technologies s~ch as 
quality circles, 
strategic planning, etc. 

RESOURCES 

- People: critical mass, 
department/staff, 
community, city, 
consultants. 

- Our experiences, levels 
of creativity and wil.ling
ness to be innovative. 

- The vision, knowing 
where we are headed. 

- Models/technologies/ 
tools. 

- P.O.S.T. 

- Time and financial 
r~sources including 
project funding, grants r 
alternative $ sources. 

- Support structures. 

(G. Hasley 1986) 

with these long term outcomes in mind, the consultants 

and writer identified the outcomes for the first offsite 

meeting. of the transition team. These outcomes were the 

product of a "brainstorming session" between the O.D. 

Consultant, the P.O.S.T. Consultant and the researcher. 
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The desired outcomes for the upcoming offsite were: 

1. Defining the mission or purpose of the organization. A 

prework assignment was given by the writer, soliciting input 

regarding a draft mission statement for the department. This 

effort was designed to synthesize the group's thinking and 

reach concensus regarding' the desired future of the 

depa.rtment. 

2. Identify the major values that support the mission or 

purpose. Through concensus on the "core values" of the 

organization, the group could establish a "behavioral 

baseline measurement" mechanism. 

3. Reach a clear understanding of a visualized future' and 

reach consensus on that future. within the framework of the 

mission and values, the group was to share their visions of 

what the organiztion should be. 

4. Create a baseline understanding of the present, to 

identify areas for improvement to reach the desired future. . 

This would allow the individuals·to proceed with specific 

action ~teps to reach the desired future. 

The agenda of the first offsite. included the following 

segments: 

Climate setting. 

Review of agenda and objectives. 

Administer baseline instrument. 
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purposing (mission clarification) . 

Values clarification. 

creating the future. 

Why do we need to define one? 

What are the factors that will impact us in the future? ' 

What does it mean for us? 

Function analysis: Present, desired, standard, action 

identification. 

Action planning/summary/closure. 
, 

The department transition team began their efforts in 

February, 1986. The team met offsite, accompanied by th~ 

consultants. The process began with a definition of the 

mission/purpose of the organization. The group performed 

a purpos'ing exercise which was designed to bring the 

individuals to consensus on the overall purpose of the 

organization. , Th~ purpose was followed by the 

.deve~op~ent of a set of common values, again agreed too by 

consensus. These efforts are best depicted in figures 7 

through 10. The figures are photographic reproductions of 

the graphics created by the facilitator, Gayle Hasley. 

During the entire offsite, a list of "groundrules'! was 

grown. This list is displayed as figure 11. Figure 12 

depicts the groups expectations and comments on the "good .and 

not-so-good of the offsite.~' 
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Silicon Valley 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 

1ST PLANNING SESSIO 
February 25-27 

1986 

~port Prepared By: 

Gayle J. Hasley 
HASLEY & ASSOCIATES 
2040 Sierra Rd. #5 
Concord, CA. 94518 
(415) 676-6272 

The attached charts are photo
reproductions of wal I displays 
recorded during the first top 
management team offsite, conducted 
at Asilomar ~onferenc~ Center, 
Monterey I CA. 

The objectives achieved over the 
two day work period included: 

• 
• 

• 

Define mission/purpose 

Identify major depart
mental values that wIll 
support the mission 

Reach a clear understanding 
of a visualized future 

• Begin to create a baseline 
understanding of the present 

These reproductions are provided for 
use by any and al I department staff 
personnel as a permanent record of the 
activity. 

FIGURE 7 

THE PURPOSE ... 

OUR. Pll'RPClS~ ------.{""&- ..... ~- , 
-mE S1LfccM Ifit· g~c£ DiPAUMNT IS 

. DEDJCATED Tb PR.OViDIN 11 [u.rnPL4RY 
t>R!JFE'.SS/ONAl SEeVIQf. AND _DN 

To OU~ CDMfllUNITY, tNSUR.IN~ 
THE. Pu8L1CS 'R/~/.IT TO A CiJfI{£-
FR.Ef. FN I) leDN"1ENT y.j /11/ A 
OoMM ITlrlE#T To 1M/orA nON 

rllVO 7JI£ opjJ//(///If J)lYILOPAlEiVT 

CF tlft' ffoP).£ ..-f,p 
. I/if-'·, 

... .;.: .'.:: ~ ...... ...' ....... 
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On Wednesday morning, the group 
began to identify the primary 
components of their purpose or 
mission statement. 

The five hours of discussion 

... 

that ensu~d not only resulted 
in this purpose statement, it 
provided the framework for 
working with values and learning 
the process for gaining concensus 
within the group. 

FIGURE 8 
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THE VALUES ••• 

On Wednesday afternoon the group 
began to identify and select th~ 
impoftant core organizational 
values that would support achieving 
their newly developed purpose. 

From an initial list of 16 value 
statements, the group selected 10 
that were vitally important and 
seemed to include the others. 

Finally, working with six specific 
, elements, the group developed value 

statements that described the elements 
embedded in the title. This exercise 
concluded Thursday morning after nearly 
six hours of dls~ussion. 

.' 
ttCElLENCE. NOVAlloN 1---

OEIN~ A J.EAPER- IN Di.{£. FIELD. 
SE1llNGt A srnNDARD OF. 
E'i.C.E U£Nc.£ ThRoUGH OUR.. 
AC~IEVEMENT5 AND EfFEC-TIV£NES5 

"RISKJN~ AND ENcruRA~/N~ 
INNOVATION AND srR.lV/N~ 
To BEC.DH£ THE. WCJ1MAR.( 

FOR. OttR 'Hr20F£5SIDf'l, 

CDmmlTllD 10 A 
MI~~ION,' O13JE'CnvES. ~ CjoALS WI/Jell 
GilIP!. 711£ C(J",tJ/AlIP EFFC£rs 0;: 

INo/iI/OVALS 7D I<,O.JI/£V£ t?£5I1LTS 

1£'10;./ f) SuCC£5S', 

FIGURE 9 

~E WILl. BE QUiDED BY THE.. 
'PRJ Ntl Pu:.5> OF J1JSnCE', FAIRJJE56, 

HON[ST'I AND TRU~r IN OU e.. 
WofLKING! RELATION 51-\IPS 
Ali\oNC:j OUR-savES AND "rnD.sE 
DUT.slD£ ou£. DEP~f::.T ME NT'· 

WE WI/.J .. A~IDE. 'BY ~£ HI~WEsr 
Ent\CAL AND ~\~~AL Sl"r\NDAE05: \ 

'-'t, . ,.. -<:,' - • ~J ".. it.... ~" f ~,..' ~, ,.. ,~ •• ~. ~~ ...... " 

'* CAD N9 C£W«Rf'lIIP .&fE;r Foe lill
'Ptc0£ 'tJmICxJr BIA~· ~~~/N~ TilFlrf FFft.. 
IMPO.ernNT, A5~HG TliE/e INPUT, 'Bm{~ A 
G~ Nsn;~£J? ANt) TJ!iAnJlq ?£oP~£. alfn-l 
DIGNITY AND TO~NC£, AS 'i£Y JlIw .. d 
iJJ.NT' TD 'B£ hec4ff.o. 

FIGURE 10 

¥rtoHSISiENCY ME!lI'PICA"" APPLV/N4 A 
6l:AW UNDaSTt:i)D .sE.i OF ~c.o~NI~E.D 

'PD~ICIE$ ~ Pl-OC£OUW ~UICI+ ~U1DE. 
.?DE~P.IJICR. /"lIJO SET 'mE. SThMOAeOS Fog. 

Pt£.FOItMA f\)tE . -mE GLlIPfUI\I£> AI!£ 
J:"I!XII)U:., OP'iN 1D j,£~,nM,qTE. CflANC:,E, 

"R.,5PoMSIUE iD NE£DS "NO WOi e,oUND 
~y , NON' FU~nONAl IRAOlTIoWS. 

~ESIVE 1EAI\\"o~ HA£/YvJN~ M dl>WlUTIOtJ 
'N~ta \vE ~il\OTE. MUNAL RfSPE C.r 
BY WORKIN~ 17)(~£rnE.£, sHA£IN~ IDE'AS 
~ RBPoNslciun£s, .sO/"Y1N4 Pei)6urns 
wn'l\cur &\.,AmE...O£. FAU/.,.'r F.INOII\J~, 

A PLA(;.E WHEf£ MEM6£5 PA£nclPATE 
IN DECISIDNS AFF'£,C..Tlf\l~ TIEf\\ W l~ 
O'?nffil':>M, G~'W-rn, A ~~~£ OF" 

FU~' ~ A Q,tiE::,f 1=0 g. CWST'RNT 
C.~ALLEJ'IlGj:' . 
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0'0 Figure' il 

Once Expectations for the Two 
Day Workshop had been identified, 
the 'group generated a I ist of 
ground rules regarding "How they 
would work together as a group." 

At the end of the second day, 
this I ist was revisited; to add, 
delete, or change these norms 
as a result of their experience. 

Only one change resulted, The 
group dec1ded to strike honesty 
from the list since it was included 
as one of their core values. The 
phrase that replaced it was 'Live 
our valu.:s'. 

...... " . '". 

THE GROUNORULES ... 
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!=1)rc. 1»£ WQY 
WE WIU. 

'l(tSPELT ~QUESts i=CIL CI!~F1OfN1lflI17Y 
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J="'LEX1f31llry ~~. JMPO~tvr ISStlf~ 

t..rr DrnE'l2.~ HAVE 111t1e SAY". I/J..I. 
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~ the group come together as a team r' 
L% • Begin to ~: an end to 

<1 
chaos - all he~~~the 

.1,tl~t~~e conti~uity in supervisory training and management 

-rs~~/;~ r. 

?-' L..." I // 
.. M t~ PI ~'L ~~~ ... <)~ 
p Unveiling of the as er an 

,~~ , 

,. Reduce to possi bl Y 50Y. ~i ml essl y $~ 

Crea~more consistency, both interna nd externally !1-,t () , ~ 
" Build more positive ~.::or/ 

* Hand written notes are annotations added at the end of our 
session when we checked back on our expectations. 

WHAT WENT WELL/WHAT WE CAN IMPROVE 

+ 
.. Process worked 

til Produced real results and an 
action plan 

• Facilitators 

~ Support from POST 

" Time together to talk 

.- ChQW 

• More time 
not all agenda covered 
other issues 

#I Explore prework needs 

• More/longer breaks 

" 

" Use small groups for informal 
discussi.ons 

L __ ' ___ . __________ . _____ _ 

til Lack of I eadershi p transi ti on 
activities/phase 

Figure 12 
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Fig1.i-re 13 

THE FUTURES .•. 

• The Chief provided this· overview regarding "THE FUTURES". His 
discussion touched on the many environmental trends, pol itical 
Issues, growth possibilities. methods and techniques available 
to the Department for use in creating their future Scenarios. 
This graphic depicts those elements . 
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The graphics displayed in figures 7 through 13, are 

actual photographic reproductions of the group's "end 

product." Though figure 8 represents a concise and 

accurate description of the team's agreed mission, it cannot 

reflect the five hours of debate, compromise and concensus 

building. This exercise was·the first "team-building ll effort 

taken on by the group. The purposing exercise set the stage 

for the future efforts of the newly formed team. The 

purposing exercise was begun prior to the offsite, 

independent· of the change project. As the new leader of the 

orgC!-nization,· the researcher had written a draft IImission 

statement" that was purposely lengthy and specific in nature. 

This document was distributed to each member of the 

·supervision staff (herein referred to as the "transition 

team") 1 with a directive to respond with their own thoughts. 

The intention of the effort was to inform the staff of the 

leader's anticipated philosophical direction in managing the 

department, identify each team member's priorities, and help 

to evaluate the level of "readiness" of each member of the 

team. This exercise is mentioned, in that the purposing 

process was significantly influenced by this prework. The 

writer formed that opinion based upon the similarity of ~he 

draft "Purpose" that .each team m~mber was asked to prepare. 

This "prework" should be evaluated as a viable option for 

organizational leaders, as a tool to direct the purposing 
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process. The relative value of this "direction" must be 

weighed against the desire for "original thought II from the 

participants. 

The "Purpose" of this newly formed team is strongly 

reflected in tbe "Values" that were identified by consensus 

(figures 9 and 10). From a draft list of 16 organizat~onal 

values, the transition team conducted an individual 

prioritization of their "top 5" values. Each member's list 

was ranked on a "group" list. The group subsequently arrived 

at concensus on six value "elements." working with the six 

elements, the group created draft st&tements that describe 

the essence of the value. The group debated, compromised, 

and reached concensus on the "value statements." The final 

statements included the key components from some of the 

"values II that failed to make the six that were selected. 

This inclusion aided the consensus process and served to 

strengthen the commitment of some members who had been· forced 

to compromise. 

At the beginning of the offsite, the group articulated 

specific "groundrules" by which they would guide their "team 

relationship" (figure 11). Upon concluding the "purposing ll 

and IIvalue identification" segment, the "groundrule" of 

"Honesty" was altered to read "live our values." Throughout 

this project, these "groundrules" have served to guide the 
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transition team and, in some instances, served to create 

animosity when the "groundrules" were broken. 

In figure 12, the reader will see the transition team's 

expectations and their assessment of the first offsite 

efforts. The first of'fsite was concluded with introducing 

the newly formed "transition team" to the leader's view of 

the future. This segment of the process will be discussed 

in the next segment of this chapter. 

Post offsite meetings were held and a plan to 

present the data to the organization was developed in 

early March, 1986. A department-wide meeting was held 

in mid-march. First the instrument was administered, 

then each member of the team each took a portion 

of the material from the first offsite and made a 

presentation. This meeting was, at best, a learning 

experience. At worst, a disaster. The lack of 

interabtion was grossly apparent and many errors wer~ 

took place. The cautions of the consultants became a 

reality and thus, the transition team's first test under 

fire. In retrospect, it was a'valuable learning 

experience. The consultants met.with the team at 

subsequent staff meetings td evaluate the process (~nd 

obvious errors). 
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DESIGNING THE FUTURES- ALTERNp.TE SC"3NA..~IOS 

The first offsite began the futuring process, as visually 

described in figure 13. The fu-:'ur;~::1g process was based upon 

.. alternate scenarios I built from -t.he analysis of trends and 

potential events that might impact :hose trends. In the 

months preceer..ing the group effort, the researcher 

interviewed many 'stakeholders in the future of the S.V.P.D. 

and the community it serves. The ~esearcher was able to 

chart various emerging trends that would impact the future of 

the subj'ect organization. Most of the trends relate to the 

growth of the area surrounding Silicon Valley. The trends . 

included the growth philosophies of the neighboring 

communities, in contrast with the IIno-growth" history of the 

subject city. A trend of "pro-growth" philosophy was 

identified, as was a move to change the prevailing political 

majority . 

. The shifting economy in the South San Francisct)~o bay·area:;-

was a significant factor ~n the trend analysis. Much of this 

infonnation was based upon projections of the Association of 

Bay Area Governments (A"B.A.G.). (16) and the state-wide 

projection of the "Committtee on 2111 {focusing on the 21st 

century), of the California League of cities. (17) The 

general plan of t~e subject- city was ~tilized in the analysis 

of potential trends. . (18) 
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Befo~e an affective transition management plan or 

strategy can be developed, ~ve must have an accurate view of 

our potential futures. The emerging science of futuristi~s 

fulfills that need with a substahtial degree of accuracy, 

through the use of various analytical techniques. The 

analytical techniques utilized in futuristics are highly 

dependant upon the desired degree of sophisticatiqn,and the 

complexity of the desired future. The techniques can vary 

from simple senario writing to a highly complex cross impact 

analysis matrix. In the instant case, the .level of readiness 

within the transition team precluded the introduction of such 

complexities; thus the overall strategy proceeded as follows. 

. As Rueben Harris and Richard Beckhard state in their book 

9rganizational Transitions: Managing Comolex Change: 

We have found that it frequently helps . 
organization managers to define the future state by 
developing a scenario, or extended wide angle 
"photograph," of what the organization would look. 
like in its new state. (19) 

To reach the degree of accuracy and sophistication 

necessary in the example transformation, the writer.proceeded 

with the following processes. These techniques were directed 

toward several desired outcomes. The first outcome was 

'accurate projected pictures of the case study city at some 

given point in the future. A "most probable future" would be 
. 

the product of the analysis of several alternative futures. 
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These alternative fu-tures would also allow for the 

development of alternative strategies to cope with potential 

futures. The example city displayed sever~l emerging trends 

that could be significantly effected by specific events. To 

explore these potential effects, the researcher employed a 

cross-impact analysis. The product of that process is 

reflected in the accompanying scenarios. 

The second outcome that was desired from the researcher's 

futuristic analysis, was an exploration of the potential 

evolution of the subject organization, S.V.P.D. To reach 

this outcome, the potential resources and readiness of the 

the subject organization had to be examined. A high degree 

of consideration was directed to identifying any. conflict 

between the determined mission of the organization and 

whatever futures were -identified. 

The third desired outcome was to measure the expectations 

and the desire futures of the potential stakeholders in the 

future of S.V.P.D. These stakeholders would obviously' 

include members of the organization, political leaders, 

special interest groups and the general population of Silicon 

Valley. In the development of alternative futures, the 

writer feels that one must be highly cognizant of the 

attitudes of those individuals that can and will influence 

change. 

To accomplish the aforementioned outcomes, several 
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interventions were chosen. Emerging trends were identified, 

along with any foreseeable events that could impact those 

trends. This involved a process of individual and group 

activities, both within and and outside the organization. 

within the organization, brainstorming, task force 

meetings, and directed staff meetings produced a wealth of 

information. The researcher found that many members of the 

organization were quite famililar with the emerging trends 

and had considered various potential influential events. The 

researcher included a majority of the organization members 

in this process. Inherent resistance to change (I.R.T.C.) 

was obviously a blockade in many individuals. The input from 

within the organization is 'reflected in the scenarios and in 

" 
I 

" 

'. 

the formal management process, to be discussed later in this • 

chapter. 

A.similar process took place external to the 

organization. This included in~ut from other city departments 

and department heads, local politicians and members of the 

community. The external process was accomplished by 

interviews (and discussions) that were carefully conducted. 

With the sensitivity towards "growth and development," 

probability projections were guarded. Even the interviews of 

"pro-growth" politicians were attenuated with euphemistic 

statements. It quickly became evident that technological 

interventions highly influenced the future of the community. 
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This dimension required enlisting experts to advise on the 

potential technologies. Those experts included city 

engineering s~aff and the Chief of operations of the regional 

water district. The water district representitive provided 

much of the insight on the future of water resources and 

the most compelling future issue, sewer. 

The trends that were identified from both the external 

and internal participants were examined and the "significant 

trends" identified. This researcher found a great deal of 

similarity in the input from both groups. Both groups . 
identified the key trends as: 

a. The continued population growth in Silicon Valley. 

Supporting this. as a dominant trend, is data that 

the case study city is the "fastest growing" in the 

County, though the only city with growth restriction 

laws. 

b. The shift from residential to commercial development, 

based upon limited sewer capacity and no restriction on 

commercial and industrial development. The city's 

revenue needs were also indicated as a key factor 

(development fees are crucial to the city's operating 

capital) . 

Both groups adressed the major potential events as being 

a solution to the city's sewer disposal problem, the future 

of the imposed growth restrictions, and the general political 
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atmosphere in the future. The futur.e economy of the city was • 

viewed by the researcher as symptomatic to any combination of 

the articulated trends and events, rather than as, a trend or 

event by itself. Remotely probable events, such as a major 

earthquake (the city rests on a major fault), were viewed as 

"strategic events" and reserved for separate contingency 

planning scenarios. Given the urgency of moving on to the 

strategic planning phase and the limited amount of time, the 

futures efforts were restricted to that of supplying 

sufficiant data to formulate the next phase, the alternative 

futures scenarics. The scenarios are an effort to capture a 

"picture in time" of the organization and its surrounding 

environment. The external factors, the internal 

organizational factors, and the impacting environment were 

consolidated to create as comprehensive a scenario as 

possible. To avoid the popular concept of "Best-case, 

Worst-case scenarios," a sincere attempt was made at being 

non-judgemental in the writing approach. Through the trend 

analysis, it became obvious that the dominant trend in the 

community's change was that of development. By varying the 

degrees of the dominant trend and other significant trends, 

the alternative future scenarios were created. 

The purpose in creating alternative scenarios, as an 

integral step of transition management, is that of providing 

the common articulation of the future visions. Even within a 
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close management group, the diverse experience and 

philosophical directions of its "Jlember.s require common poin:s 

of reference. T~ese alternative scenarios provide a tangible 

base, around which a strategic plan can be developed. An 

effective set of scenarios should identify major issues and 

events that should be included in the strategic plan. In the 

case of our ex~mple transition, our scenarios were developed 

with the explicit description of the organization and the 

future community it will serve. This new state would serve 

as a descriptive guide for determining change strategy. As 

stated by Beckhard and Harris: 

When coupled with an assessment of the present 
state, this "picture" of the future condition provides 
the information necessary for management to develop 
realistic action plans and time tables for managing 
the change. (20) 

In t~e remainder of this chapter, the reader will examine the 

three alternative scenarios developed for our exemplary 

transition." 
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NO GROWTH IN THE MIDST OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

In the six years since 2000, when the no growth ordinance 

influencing our community was reinstituted by the voters, 

the environment of our community has significantly changed. 

The virtual elimination of. residential growth has had a 

significant impact on the demographics of the city. By 

restricting residential growth, allovting only for commercial 

development, our community has become a hub of research and 

development and light industrial projects. The recently 

incorporated county area to the South and our neighboring 

ci ty to the Sou,th have both developed as primarily 

residential communities. Our Southern neighbors provide our 

community with the necessary work force for.ou~ vast 

industrial complex. Our community has become a significant 

service and light industrial center for·the large metropolitan 

area to the North. The, attendant problems. o~ having a 

predominately industrial city, governed by its' residential 

population, have created substantial political discord. 

Council members being drawn solely from the residential base 

of the community, we find the elected representitives 

attempting to achieve a high quality of life and a rural 

atmosphere in what has become an extension of the 

manufacturing complex of the south bay area. 

The conflict in vision between our 2006 elected officials 
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~ and the reality of the city's demographics, create 

sUbstantial problems in assessing and allocating municipal 

~ 

~ 

priorities. From the perspective of the police organization, 

our efforts are largely directed towards protecting and 

serving our largest population, namely the daytime working 

population of our industrial society. The conflict arises 

when responsible police executives attempt to allocate 

resources towards traffic enforcement, high-tech crime, and 

other commercial policing activities. Th.e elected officials, 

still viewing the community as a rural residential ~ommunity, 

direct the resources towards residential crime, school 

resources, and other non-commercial crime activities. Our 

elementary sch~ol Drug Abuse Resistance Education Program, 

implemented two decades ago, is now a part-time effort, 

because of a shrinking elementary population. .A program that 

once required the efforts of two police officers, is now 

easily ~ccupied by one community resource officer. 

The elected representit~vels demand for more residential 

crime resources is not without foundatio~. The million-

dollar~plus residential communities of the foothills, 

directly ajacent to the industrial areas, heavily populated 

by hourly employees, has created a significant target for 

various types of crime. The massive acreage of assembly 

facilities, supporting the electronic industry, draws a labor 

force from a substantially lower socio-economic environment. 
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Our massive metropolitan neighbor to the North has expanded 

mainly industrial complexes to our city boundries. Through 

aggressive efforts in the later 1980's, our planning 

officials were able to negotiate and promote park belts that 

separate the industrial areas. 

Unfortunately, park belts with free access from a major 

u.s. highway an~ close'to the labor centers have become an 

enforcement problem in themselves. The lower socio-economic 

labor force has utilized the park belts as their principle 

recreation areas. The parks have become cente'rs for illicit 

drug sales and alcohol related criminal problems. 

Financially, the 1990's brought relative prosperity to 

our community. While the late 1980's were somewhat tenuous 

on i:he revenue 'sid'e of the municipal budget, some quick 

interventions in ~ncreasing the community's sewer capacity 

resulted in commercial development booming before the turn of 

the decade. In '1988, through the reallocation of sewer 

reserves and the installation of an oxidat:ion ditch 

technology, new capacity cleared the way for immediate 

industrial growth. A fast-track addition 'to the existing 

sewer plant created unlimited growth opportunity by the turn 

of the decade. 

Our police department in 2006 is hardly reflective of the 

average community of 35~000 people. Already at a ratio of 

two police officers per thousand residents, we find that a 
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ft majority of our resources are devoted to day time, commercial 

related, activities. Over 30% of our department is devoted 

to traffic and other commercial related activity. An equal 

number of personnel is required to support the investigations 

relating to our massive industrial complex. Our computerized 

workload studies are showing a large increase in patrol 

workload, due to an increase in residential crimes associated 

with the commercial workforce. Our police organization has 

also been impacted by the need for highly specialized 
. 

training in computer-related crimes and dealing with suspects 

from a dozen different countries. The technical workforce is 

predominately oriental and european, where the assembly 

labor is mexican and central american. This unique mix of 

• nationalities has created a situation where our department 

has had to develop bilingual proficiency in eight different 

languages. 
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SILICON VALLEY-- THE ~EDROOM COMMUNITY 

It has been six years since our community witnessed the 

awesome sight of a sea of residential framing from foothill 

to foothill. We witnessed as four of the largest residential 

developers literally quartered the city and simultaneously 

developed twenty five square miles of moderate to high 

density residential tracts. As it happened 30 years ago in 

Southern California communities, such as Cerritos, our 

population grew four-fold, in what seemed to be o~ernight. 

As we sit in the wake of this massive development, we ponder 

"what could make this possible?" 

A series of seemingly unrelated events took place, which 

cleared the way for this public-service disaster to occur . 

Primarily, the land remained vacant through the 1990's, as 

the surrounding region experienced a dramatic up-surge. New 

technologies in artificial intelligence based computers, 

coupled with a federal "protectionistic" trade policies, and 

the successful development of a world-wide strategic defense 

system, resulted in Northern California's electronic 

commmunity reaching it's highest level of prosperity. During 

the 1990's, almost every developable square foot of property 

·in the region was built out. The Bay Area Rapid Transit 

District (B.A.R.T) expanded South, past Silicon Valley, to 

the Monterey bay_ Because of a voter imposed no-growth 
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measure, our community remained largely unoccupied land 

through the measure'~ expiration date in 2000. Commercial 

and industrial development was stopped in the late 1980's, 

in an effort to preserve a rural atmosphere. 

Concurrent with the expiration date of the no growth 

ordinance, was the completion of a state-of-the-art, 

unlimited capacity, sewer disposal facility. Planning delays 

and law suits caused this project to be built nearly a decade 

after scheduled completion. This sewer plant lifted the 

second restrictive force from our residential development. 

Third compounding factor in this massive developn!~nt, was the 

financial condition of the municipal government, by the year 

2000. From both growth restrictions and from sincere efforts 

to maintain a rural atmosphere, our municipal government 

failed to develop an effective tax base to finance necesary 

municipal operations. In an effort to provide sufficient 

municipal services to the community, expenditures far 

~:xceeded revenues and substantial debt was incurred'.' The: 

under-sized and failing roadway system was had reached a 

critical stage, due to the "through commuting" and nearby 

communities developing. To deal with the problem, the City 

council traded "density credits" and future development 

rights for the rebuilding of the infrastructure. with the 

trend of an aging population in California, particularly in 

our "static" community, the concerns focused on services and 
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needs ""'-.0W," rather than in the future. The false economy 

created by trading "muni.cipal monopoly money", for futurl? 

development rights, resulted in a series of general plan 

amendments and eventually court actions, on behalf of the 

developers and property owners. This set the stage for 

uncontrolled high density residential development. The 

entire region was listed in the 1990's as the "hottest" real 

estate market in the country. The law of the land became "if 

you can build it, you can sell it,ll and based upon that 

assumption, the four major developers gambled with a single 

phase "go for broke" development strategy. For the 

developers, it was a successful strategy. Being the only 

undeveloped area, ajacent to a large metropolitan business 

. 
" 

• 

complex, our community was the ideal residential investment • 

of the new century. 

In the six years since the development boom, we have 

experienced the down-side of a predominately high density 

residential community. Failing to establish an effective tax 

base, we rely solely upon development fees and residential 

property tax income. With the down turn in business in the 

last year, we have seen an increase in foreclosures and 

property 't2,x defaults. The community that was once viewed as 

the residential mecca, is now demanding services' that the tax 

base will not support. with a population of over 125,000 

people, our municipal services are stretched to the maximum. 
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The development fees have disappeared with the completion of 

the remaining projects. 

During the quest for financi~l recovery, our city 

incorporated the county lands within it's furthest boundries, 

bringing the the city's area to over 25 square miles. By 

planning standards, we can hardly be considered a densely 

populated city with our population of 125,000. 

Due to the imbalance in commercial to residential growth, 

the city has continued to experience financial difficulties. 

with the elimination of mitigation fees and utility taxes, 

the income from the last decades development is minimal. All 

personnel costs continue to be absorbed by general fund 

revenues, prdominately generated by property tax. These 

limitations have cause the police department's growth to be 

disproportionate to the growth of the community. At our 2006 

strength of 126 officers, we find incredibly high response 

times and great difficulty meeting the needs of the 

community. Our residential burglary problem hasrrea'cned the ' .' 

highest level in the county. Limited municipal funds did not 

allow for proper continued expansion of the traffic arterial 

system, to handle the increased congestion. Much of the 

police department's resources are expended dealing with 

traffic engineering problems through enforcement 

intervention. The degree of our crime problems is highly 

dependent. upon the economic climate of the region. Juvenile 
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problems demand much of the department's investigative 

resources, limiting the ava~lable time for other criminal 

investigations. Our community struggles to maintain its 

destined future as the bedroom community of the south bay 

region. 
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THE BALANCED COMMuNITY 

It has been two decades since the effort began in 1986 to 

establish a strategic plan for the development of our 

community. Looking back over those 20 years, it has taken 

sUbstantial discipline to pursue a conceptual future that 

would provide a bal.anced, unique setting for a residential 

community in the midst of one of America's fastest growing 

industrial complexes. In 1987, the city management staff and 
" 

the elected representitives undertook a substanti~l project 

of visualizing the future o'f our community. The underlying 

philosophy behind this effort is that the future can, .in 

fact, be altered with effective intervention. The process 

began with a concerted effort to reach consensus on the 

"ideal future" of the community. Because of a voter' imposed 

growth limitation measure and the somewhat'mechanical 

restriction of limited sewer capacity, the development of our 

comn.mni ty has been suspended in time , as other- communities _.-

fully developed their resources and exercised their available 

options. Our community was left with a rare opportunity; the 

opportunity to effectively plan the future. 

In 1981', our leaders took a bold step forward, 

commissioning a project which would effectively design the 

future of our community through the collective input of the 

entire community, the property owners and design/development 
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professionals. A conceptual model was developed for the 

city. This conceptual model considered every conceivable 

aspect of development. This model cons:j..sted of a highly 

detailed, three dimensional, text and graphic computer 

picture of the future city of Silicon Valley. The computer 

model was accompanied by an actual physical relief model of 

the city. Many long hours of debate over densities, zoning 

and other features, resulted in community concensus. Today, 

in 2006, only the result of this process remains important. 

Our city has had the benefit of an effective blueprint for 

what our community conceives as the model city. 

Because these plans were generated at a time when 

property values were far below the market value in densely 

.0 

populated cities, the community blueprint includes massive • 

green belts and aquatic recreational facilities. Effective 

reuse of the drinking-quality outflow of the "sanitary 

facility," has allowed for a lush and green mecca, 365 days 

per year. The use of the water from the S~n Juan project to 

feed a system of streams, creeks and lakes, has enhanced the 

original intention of replenishing the underground aquifer. 

Rather than limit the groundwater introduction to one 

location in the East foothills, the waterway system meanders 

through the 25 square miles of citYI over inexpensive sand 

and rock creekbeds, settling wherever ~he geology permits. 

As a tradeoff to allow development, property owners were more 
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than willing to devote sUbstantial portions of their 

holdings to this communIty benefit; not surprising, in that 

their property has increased ten-fold in value. This effort 

was possible because developers, who had become large-parcel 

property owners, could see a true commitment to a unique 

plan. These initial sacrifices, and creativity, have 

resulted in a truly unique community. 

Our community has truly achieved an effective balance 

between residential, commercial and industrial development. 

By being the "last community to develop," our city "has had 

the advantage of picking and choosing the type of 

development that it desiree. In the first few years of this 

development process, it became apparent that an imbalance had 

occurred between residential and commerciql development. The 

residential development was not providing the level of tax 

support required to maintain the high expectation of 

municipal services. The planning go up intensifi~d th~ir 

efforts on identifying those areas which could: be" earnrarked" -". 

for commercial ~evelopment. A location for a reg"ional 

shopping center was determined and concensus of all groups 

was obtained. The concept of a "first-class" shopping plaza 

was agreed upon and active recruitment of appropriate tenants 

was initiated. The integrity of th~ plan was highly 

dependent upon adhering to the perceived future. The city's 

model, with it's extensive open space and water features, 
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attracted the best tennants. Assistance in development, from ~ 

redevelopment funding, made early occupancy possible. 

Throughout ~he 1990's this plan resulted in sUbstantial 

development within the center and future commitments from 

marry of the higher priced retail establishments. Before the 

turn of the century, the regional center was recognized as 

the finest in Northern california, drawing from the four 

surrounding counties. 

Residential development followed very rigid guidelines ~f 

balance between building and open space. The waterway system 

allowed almost all residential development to be "creekside" 

in nature. The city preserved it's rural, open atmosphere 

and the residential prQperty values soared to the highest in 

the region. The residential development, as with all 

development in the city, was designed with optimum public 

safety in mind. The concept of "defensible space" became a 

planning and building requirement. 

The commercial and industrial growth in our community was 

extremely selective and fit within the "theme" of ~ ruraJ, 

totally planned, community. Redevelopment Agency subsidies 

of industrial product sales offices and the establishment of 

non-warehousing components of the growing mail-order business, 

have resulted in the highest per capita sales tax base in the 

state. The sommercial development was a balance of boutique 

and office downtown development and campus industrial 
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centers. The architectural review process, within the 

planning department, has kept the commercial and industrial 

product of the highest quality and within the concept 

perceived by the "community blueprint." 

Our law enforcement agency of 2006 is cl~sely aligned and 

in tune with the development of the community. The form of 

the department has followed an ongoing functional analysis 

and strategic plan. The capital and operational growth was 

outlined in a fluid strategic plan in the late 1980's& with 

minor updates, the the" growth of the public services has been 

planned nearly two decades in advance. Strongly service-

oriented in nature, the police department provides a full 

range of programs, from school based education and 

intervention to a comprehensive traffic safety program in the 

all segments of the community. The engineering staff of the 

police department are recognized as the country's leading 

autho~ities in desig~ing' ~ri~e pre~ention into .the community. 

The staffing f which has been driven by a cons"tant 

computerized workloa~ analysis, designed into the computer-

aided-dispatch system, has maintained the level of service at 

that which the community desires. Other law enforcement 

services have been driven by community desire and well 

planneq resources. The development of law enforcment 

services, as with any other city service, was included as an 

element in the city's general plan. This commitment to 
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keeping our services in tune with the development of the 

community, has resulted in a truly balanced community. 
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These three scenarios are reflective of the input that 

was received from the writer's interviews, group processes 

and research. Most of the individuals and groups agreed on 

the same "dooms day" predictions and on a similar "ideal 

future." Much of the forecasted technology is the result of 

interviews of experts and reviewing the sy;:;tems that are 

under development. The "creative" aspects of the scenarios 

are to provoke similar ,creative thought in the reader, either 

to challenge or build upon the idea. The major disputes 

between the various factions in Silicon Valley are not "what 

the ideal future is," but "how to get there." In the 

researcher's opinion, that is the responsibility of 

professional city staff; r~viewed, approved and adopted by 

the elected representitives. In the effort to create.these 

three scenarios, one thought was paramount: The most extreme 

alternative futures must be developed in order to plan 

strategies to effectively deal with possible ~:mtcomes. 

These "macro-senarios" of the community serve? as. the 

framework for developing more focused scenarios of the future 

of the S.V.P.D. In figures 14, 15 and 16, the graphics 

reflect "functional scenarios." Figure 14 is a "mission-

related" picture of the desired future of the organization. 

Because of the organizational need for an immediate redesign, , . 

the time element is focused on 1992, rather than the extended 

period that was used to analize the city's potential futures. 
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Figure 14 brought precise meaning to the components of the 

mission or purpose. This picture allowed for strategic goals 

to be identified. These goals are discussed in the next 

chapter, in the description of the functional analysis 

process. 

Figures 15 and 16 are examples of the "'micro-scenarios" 

created for each function of the organization. In figure 15, 

the future "information system" is described. The system 

begins with the 9-1-1 call and tracks the information 

through the entire process. The graphic is the product of 

the transition tea:m "brainstorming" and exploring the 

possible futures. Many potential issues, including training 

and technology needs were identified. 

Figure 16 is the product of the transition group's 

futuring around "career development." From this product, 

today's training program will be expandable into the future 

system. In this particular effort, several department 

policies were reassessed, such as the promotional philosophy. 

This exercise made the researcher aware of many expectations, 

as well as informing the transition group of the leader's 

philosophy. 

The futuring process, conducted in a group setting, 

serves to involve each member of th~ working gr,oup. wi th the 

excellent facilitation in our test case, each member was 

motivated to participate. 
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Figure 14 

MISSION-RELATED FUTURING 

a On Wednesday mornihg, the group began more futurlng work, this time Mission-related. Breaking 
,-Into three groups, each taking one major mission component, they began to articulate-what it 
would look like in 1~92. This pict~re emerged. From the emergent picture', strategic goals were 
then identified. 
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Figure 15 

• Creating Common Visions was the objectiv.e of these next two exercises •. In' this graphic, 
everything that happens as a result of a 911 call was envisioned as it would happen with 
the neW communications system in 1992. What equipment would be in use, how information would 
flow electronically, how information would be accessed and used, training issues' and goals 
were identified. 
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Figure 16 

.--- ---'-'-

• Since the TRAINING function doesn't exist now, a separate exercise was used to create 
a common vision of wnat that function would look like, how it would operate, what it 
would be responsible for and what it would'need to succeed. The results: A needs assessment 
is the first step in creating this function. Another action plan was born . 
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From the futuring process, many assumptions were 

identified. Those assumptions were charted, as were the 

futuring exercises. Alternate scenarios were discussed and 

recorded, as a sample is shown as Figure 18. 

After the transition team had a "firm footing" in the 

potential and desired futures, the team continued with the 

process of complex organizational change .. 
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Figure 18 
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ALTERNATE ASSUMPTIONS 

• Viewing the future from yet 
another perspective created t~ 
alternate scenario regarding t 
impact of short-term growth or 
the city. 



MANAGING THE TRANSITION ~ 

A second offsite was held in April, 1986. In this 

series of meetings the futuring process continued. The 

group explored the concept of change and discussed the 

processes for transition. The futuring process focused 

on Silicon Valley P.O. 1992. The short future was 

utilized to maximize the strategic advantage. The consultants 

and researcher followed the Hasley/Harris change model (See 

figure 19), which ~as introduced to the writer in the Command 

College curriculum. This model served as the conceptual 

framework for our process and for the eventual development of 

the researcher's change model. 

To effectively use the "Process Map for Complex 

Organization Change" (figure 19), it would help the user to 

view the model in same context as this writer has explained 

the scenario process. As with scenarios, this change model 

can be used in the I1macro" sense, describing the overall 

organizational change. In the "micro" utilization, the user 

submits each function and sub-function to a repeat of the 

model's process, thus the researcher's model takes form. The 

researcher has woven the change model into the new culture of 

the S.V.P.D., where each organizational decision is examined, 

using the model, for "futurability." 

To facilitate the visualization of the future, in the 
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Figure 19 

A PROCESS MAP FOR COMPLEX ORGANIZATION CHANGE 

Core Mission 

Understanding the context 
of change 

"'-.". 

Thoughts on effective __ 
organizations -

Demand/Response 
system I . 

Describe the 
desired 

future state 

Desired Future Scenario / 

"Doom" Scenario 

Readiness and Capability ---Change "equation" -_ 

Minimum 
Critical Mass 

Domino 

effect 

~ 
Define and prioritize 

the work..---;; 
to be done 

\ 

Change goals 

Analyze the present 
in terms of the 
desired future 

/ 

Commitment 
planning 

I 
Prepare the 

action plans 

\ 

Core Mission 

I Demand/response systems ------------ -----
Define the 

present state Scenario writing ---
Characteristics of Transition ---___ Force Field Analysis 

"You"!n the change problem 

Responsibility 

Chart\ing 

Confrontation Meeting 

~ 

Select 
technologies 

Education 
and Training 

/ 
Action and 
Review .. 

Constellations 
of problems 

Hierarchy 

of obiectives 

Transition Management 
Structures 

Communications 

planning 

Meeting Design/ 
Management 

\ 
Team Development 
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context of comparing it with the present, the rese~rcher ~ 

designed a matrix chart of functions and sub-functions. As 

is depicted in figures 20, 21 and 22, up and down the 

vertical axis the matrix identifies each major function and 

subsequently divides them into sub-functions. These 

functions purposely do not follow the organizational makeup 

of the department; but rather are purely functional in 

statement. This break from the "present form" of the 

organization allows for more freedom in "redesigning ll the 

future organization. This allows for implementation of the 

researcher's philosophy of organizational design, "form 

follows function." 

researcher's initial design. As the reader will see in 

figures 20, 21 "and 22, the data appears to be entered without 

a logical scheme. This is a result of entering that data 

which emerged in the functional analysis and reserving 

completion to a later process. The futuring process had 

described the "future issues" and was available, but time 

limitations prevailed. The initial charts were included 

merely to reflect the form of the matrix. 
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• e Here the functions of COMMUNICATIONS, COMMUNITY RELATIONS and INVESTIGATIONS are presented • 
As indicated, the issue of eso's received a great deal of discussion. Questions remain 
regarding the exact job description and impact of incorporating CSO's into the department. 

Feedback from the POST Basel ine Study is also represented as indicated in the Standards 
Column 

Fillk:nDN r~ ];S\lES 

~\~~M\-N\-S~--~-D~~l---------
tasoNl'IE1.. ~~~ 
"1bUtl~ ~~ttS 
NNNIN~/R.( D 
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G~~ ?t.:::;;Je£"''''.'1'/kll1,N. 
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~~~M. Al';:~\~ 
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l.l, SoR. REIJl.T1C1'1S 
EAP I FITNESS 

,..., 9020('~ 6o.:l.0lN 

I :-A~IL.I"E.S 1\1ANI.:;;::MENT Ir-I----------:-------____ .-:.... ____ ~:------
- Ji.\~ O?.s I ~N4 -, 

h:'lI-ICI.E. />',\1'" ( £EN<IC, 

tQUIPMEJJr KoX1!w>\E~T 

• Here the functions of ADMINISTRATION and FACILITIES MANAGEMENT are broken out. 
No comments were compiled, for these functions in the feedback sessions. 
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• This graphic represents the internal components of the PATROL function. No feedback 
comments were introduced for this function. 
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Figure 21 • 

• INFORMATION MANAGEMENT and TRAINING are depicted here. It was noted that many of the 
basel ine study comments had already been corrected and that t~e improved computerization 
will handle others. EVIDENCE and PROPERTY MANAGEMENT was included as an element qf the 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT function 
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o Property Management was orig
.inally grouped under Investigations 
As a result of ' the Baseline feed
back, it was broken out as a 
s~parate function. 

Specific feedback recommendation. 
are presented under the Standard 
Column on the graphic. This functic 
received the most comments. 



At the April "strategic planning" meeting of the 

transition team, the use of the aforementioned matrix vias 

preceeded by training and discussions regarding 

"understanding the context of changeo" This process 

included: 

Theoretical" base (The What and the Why) . 

Process base (The how and Role of the Team) . 

Presented and discussed models: 

Process map (figure 19). 

Action Research. 

Reality Check: A view of the change from a sys"tems 

perspective ... Mechanistic to Organic (figure 23). 

Validate direction. 

Clarify Scope of the" work/expectations. 

Through this phase of the meeting, the transition team was 

able to benefit from the academic expertise and experience of 

the 0.0. consultant. 

The meeting continued with a clarification of the mission, 

as it applies to the strategic future of the organization 

(discussed in detail in the Designing the Futures .•. 

section of this chapter). The transition team reached 

consensus on three preliminary mission-related strategic 

goals: 

1. For "Exemplary Service and Protection:" Setting new 

standards for the highest levels of service. 
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Figure 23 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ORGANIC SYSTEMS 

Highly differentiated and Continuous reassessment of tasks 
specialized tasks with precise and responsibilities through inter· 
specification of rights, responsi· action of those involved with 

1.1 bilities, methods functional changes easy to arrange 

Coordination <tnd control through 
network of those involvt!d and con· 

Coordination and contrul through cerned which is in frequent communi. 2., hi~rarchical supervision calion 

Communication with external environ-
ment controlled by top ori .'~es of Communication relatively extensive 

3'1 hierarchy and open 

Emphasis on lateral and diagonal 
consultation, advice, information 

Strong downward-oriented line of giving, as source of coordination 

4·1 command and contwl 

Emphasis on the task, goal achieve· 
Insistence upon loyalty to organi. menl, and improvement of the 5., zatioll and su periors organization 

High value on mission-oriented 
High value on local kllowlcd~c and expertness, cosmupolitankn'owledge . 

6.\ experience of the profession 

7.\ One·to-one leadership style 'j'l':Jm II·'III .. "lli,. slyl" 

Figure 10.2 (Based on material from T. Burns &. C.M. Stalker, Tht' l//unut:cl//C'llllJ/ illll{)£'ullOll (1961), 

pp. 119-125, as adapted.) 
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2. For "Development of People:" utilize all training 

resources to provide for the maximum developm~nt of 

people. 

3. For "Innovation:" Assume a pro-active, cutting edge 

posture in meeting our purpose. 

The last activity before utilizing the matrix was for the 

group to perform a "Force-field analysis" for both internal 

and external issues. A recordation of that process and 

accompanying discussion is depicted in figures 24 and 25. 

The process of "Force-field analyis" allowed the group a 

context for exploring the competing issues surrounding the 

anticipated change. From this process, two positive factors 

were identified as key in maintaining positive pressure for 

change. They were: 

Maintaining a clear mission-outcome orientation in 

the department. 

Improving the quality of worklife- with "optimum 

development" the driving positive force. 

As it did in the scenarios, the growth of the community 

became a key issue in the discussion of external forces. 

Many opinions, predictions and observations were shared 

among the transition team members. Additional insight into 

the external forces affecting the change was gained by a"ll. 

The process of creating a organiza-tion to support the 

articulated goals began. 
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FACTORS DRIVING CHANGE 

• INTERNAL factors Identified 
that would/could and are producing 
pre~sure for and against change 
are represented here. 

Two positive factors were 
identified as key in mainintaining 
postive pressure for ~hange. They 
were: 

- Maintaining a clear mission
outcome orientation in the 
department 

- - Impr~v,ing the QWL - wi th 
optimum development the 
driving positive force . 
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Figure 25 

E'AtlNAL 
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FACTORS DRIVING CHANGE 

• An additional outcome of the 
futures discussions dealt with 
identifying the factors EXTERNALL 
that would work for and against_ 
the predicted changes. 

A key issue requiring ground wor~ 
that could negatively impact the 
future for the department was the 
pressure to move to a Publ ic.e 
Organization. 

Working for the change was the 
increasing pressure for Controlle 
Growth. 

• 



• In May, June and July of 1986, the t'ransition team met 

• 

• 

both as lIa staff" and with the consultants in "teambuilding 

meetings." The teambuilding meetings were the result of the 

, need to clarify roles and responsibilities. The transition 

team was aided in their understanding of fellow, team members, 

utilizing an instrument to measure "leadership St:yle." The 

instrument, the Performax Personal Profile, allowed the team 

members to self assess their individual styles and discuss 

the implications. The results of those instruments were kept 

by the individuals and not captured for this study. 

The clarification of roles and responsibilities began in 

July, 1986, with a process of identifying the "role" of each 

position in the rank structure. This process continued two 

weeks later by assessing individual responsibilities in a 

"RASI Charting" activity. A tansition management tool taught 

py Rueben Harris in the Command College, it consists of a 

chart or mat~ix that specifically identifies the role ~nd 

responsibility of each team member or outside:' ~ihdivfdual.: 

"RASI" is an acronym for Besponsibili ty ( initiates action)-

8Pproval (right to veto action)- ~upport (put reso~rces 

against)- ~nform (to be informed). 

According to Rueben Harris, the responsibility charting 

or RASI charting process includes: 

PROCESS 
1. participants (e.g. Management team) identify 

major decision or activity areas. 
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4. 

5 . 

6. 

7. 

Each participant comp12ces chart privately . 
Results are aggregated and presented to group of 
participants. 
Participants discuss data, focusing on areas of 
descrepencies (areas in which there is a lack 0= 
concensus concerning individual role 
responsibility) . 
Partcipants work to gain consensus on role 
assignments for each individual for each decision 
or activity_ 
Final chart is produced (copy to each 
participant) which reflects consensus r~le 
assignments. 
Follow-up meeting scheduled to review experience. 

Rueben Harris 1985 (21.). 

From the responsibility charting process, the transition . 
team had a clear view of the individual roles each would play 

in the change effort. Each transition member took his or her 

segment of the strategic plan and proceeded with the change 

effort. 
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THE TRANSFOnMATION 

As time progressed in the case study, the researcher and 

consultants observed many indications of the organizational 

change that was underway. community support increased and 

the criticism disappeared. The critical press turned to 

praise and published the many accomplishments of t~e members 

of the organization. In December, 1986, a group of citizens 

presented an "awards dinner," honoring the members, and 

their respective spouses, for the accomplishments of the last 

year. Each member of the organization, including many 

reserve officers, received an award for some accomplishment. 

Only then did many members realize the accomplishments of the 

transformed organization. Many of the assessments and 

measurements of the transformation are subjective in nature, 

as are the attitudes of the public and organizational 

members. This writer will concentrate on the more objective 

and descriptive aspects of the charige. 

As was discussed in a previous chapter, and included as 

appendix A, a perceptive survey was administer.ed as both a 

pre-test and a post-test. The results of that instrument are 

as follows. The initial survey was administered to 32 

members of the organization. Twenty-five of the respondents 

were regular paid employees and eight were reserve officers. 

staff and line personnel were grouped together in the 
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following report. of the outcome. It should be 'noted that no • 

normative data is available by which to measure the outcome 

significance, nor was 100% of the department represented. 

The researcher does not imply statistical validity, however 

uses this data for observations and questions. Accompanying 

the instrument was a "Needs Assessment Questionnaire," 

included as Appendix C. This document asks more specific 

questions of the respondents and is discussed by the 

researcher with the comments regarding the survey instrument. 

No followup administration was given of the "Needs 

Assessment," thus no comparisons are available. 

Questions one through four (appendix A) addressed the 

environmental concerns, or how resources and demands effect 

the organization and it's ability to provide service. On the • 

scale of 1 to 10, 10 being strong agreement, the results were 

as follows:. 

Regulars Reserves 

1. Adequate resources . . . 4.36 6.57 

2. Leaders looking . . . 4.88 7.25 

3. Leaders screen . 5.64 7.62 

4. Organ. limited . 6.70 5.87 

The dominate observation was the perception that the 

organization was limited by its environment (#4 6.70). This 

negative perception was accompanied by positive comments in 
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the Needs Assessment (Appendix C) which expressed opinions 

that the organization benefited from a high quality of people 

and'community support. 

Questions five through eight addressed Goals and Values, 

pertaining to how individual and organizational goals meet 

the mission or purpose of the organization. "Those questions 

were answered: 

Regulars Reserves 

5. Organ. plans future . . . 4.0 6.75 

6. Personal goals . . 5.2 7.62 

7. Consistency, . . . 3.36 6.0 

8. Freedom of speech . . . 5.56 6.75 

Substantial discord was identified in "carefully plans 

future" (#5 4.0) among the "regulars" response. Consistency 

was the dominant issue with a response of 3.36 (#7). The 

needs assessment identified "support for new direction and 

innovation" as key positive factors. Most of the members 

replied that people were willing and able to work. towards .. 

goals (23+). 

Questions nine through twelve reflect the Technology of 

the organization, or "How the work gets done." Those 

questions resulted in: 
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Regulars Reserves 

9. Understand expected · · . 6.36 8.5 

10. Adequate equipment · . . 4.16 6.87 

1l. People understand · · 4.84 6.87 

12. People trained . . · 3.8 6.5 

Training emerged as the dominant negative response (#12 3.8), 

with equipment being the close second. The group did respond 

positively regarding understanding what is expected of them 

as individuals. 

The structure of the organization and the relationships 

between individual units are assessed in questions 13 through 

16. Those replies were: 

Regulars Reserves 

13. Who works for who · · · 5.52 7.62 

14. Tasks well co-ord · · · 3.64 7.0 

15. Policies/mission . · . 4.40 7.0 

16. Requirements explained 5.0 8.25 

The dominant response disagreed that tasks are well co-

ordinated (#14 3.64). The response was slightly negative on 

the relationship between mis~ion and policies (#15 4.40). 

The needs assessment expressed a strong opinion that the 

department was understaffed. New programs were a positive 

response in the. needs assessment. 

The organizational and social relationships 
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~ (Psychosocial) were reported with ques~ions 17 through 20: 

Regular Reserve 

17. Respect . 5.4 7.12 

18. Motivated . 4.36 7.0 

19. Involved in decisions 5.52 6.37 

20. OK to stand up, be heard 6.36 7.87 

The strongest response 'in this area was a positive response 

to the freedom to stand up and be heard (#20 6.36). A 

strong difference is noticed between the regular and the 

reserve response. The needs assessment reflected a lack of 

social interaction, trust and support, however a positive 

direction of willingness to work for change and a desire for 

involvement. 

~ The final questions, 21 through 24, address the 

Management or linkage of goals to organizational activity! 

they reflect: 

Regular Reserve 

21. Management specs.plans 4.72 ',' -, ,7.0"". ~ .. ~ -, . 

22. Managers concerned . 4.88 6.87 

23. Managers influence . 4.92 7.62 

24. Managers/adequate info . 4.5 7.87 

The planning and concern for individuals on the part of 

management, is questioned in this response. The needs 

assessment reflects a perceived bias in supervision, thus 

injustice and double standards. 
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In assessing the response of the project pre-test, 

s~ve::::-al observations are made. T.he information appears to 

reflect how the organization 11 sa~v i tselft1 on that day. The 

data is obviously driven by the larger group, the regular 

officers. On the average, the reserves voiced a more 

positive opinion, by two points (20%). The range between 

reserves "and regulars was 1.19 for question 8 (Do you feel 

free to state your position, eve~ if it differs from stated 

policy?) to 3.98 for question 3 (Leaders of this organization 

carefully screen demand~ placed on its members) . 

Overall, the lowest rated area was in goals and values. 

The lowest rated for regulars was consistency (#7). This was 

supported by comments in the needs assessment. Training and 

equipment were key concerns in both instruments. According 

to Gayle Hasley, in her assessment of the data: 

Taken together, the data was consistent in 
presenting a picture of an org~nization emerging from 
a chaotic period. People are looking" for attention 
and for structure. Defining clear goals and 
communicating them, paying attention to the 
individual's needs (i.e. training and equipment) and 
a top management team that i? consistent in 
priorities, discipline, and attention to planning are 
the major areas of focus. (22) 

The most significant value to this pre-test instrument 

was its contrast to the post-test, administered January 14, 

1987. Ten months after the IIbaseline," well into the 

organizational transformation, the researcher reports the 

following. To best reflect the contrast in data, figure 26 
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char~s the pre-test averages and the post-test averages. The 

degree of change is reflected in the third column. 

Figure 26 

Question 

'~. Adequate resources 
2. Looking for new opportunities 
3. Leaders screen demands 
4. Organ. limited by environment 
5. Organ. plans future 
6. I can acheive pers. goals 
7. Consistency, said and done 
8. Free to state position 
9. I understand, expected of me 
10. I have adequate equipment 
11. People understand, expected 
12. People adequately trained 
13. Who works for who 
14. Tasks well co-ordinated 
15. Policies contribute to mission 
16. Requirements of job explained 
17. Individs. treated with respect 
18. People are motivated 
19. I'm involved in decisions 
20. Permissible to stand up/heard 
21. Mngmt specifies future plans 
22. Managers take •. concerns 
23. Mgrs influence contribution 
24. Mgmt concerned. adequate info 

Pre-test Post-test change 

4.87 
5,.45 
4.60 
6.50 
4.66 
5.78 
4.0 
5.84 
6.87 
4.81 
5.63 
4.45 
6.03 
4.45 
5.03 
5.78 
5.81 
5.0 
5.72 
6.72 
5.27 
5.36 
5.57 
5.18 

6.71 
7.19 
6.69 
5.92 
.7.39 
6.68 
5.78 
6.66 
7.59 
5.56 
7.40 
6.01 
6.46 
6.41 
7.06 
7.05 
7.59 
7.08 
6.83 
7.72 
7.,23 
7.20. 
7.22 
6.84 

1.84 
1.74 
2.09 

.58 
2.73 

.90 
1.78 

.82 

.72 

.69 
1.77 
1. 56 

.43 
1.96 
2.03 
1.27 
1.78 
2.08 
1.11 
1.0 
1.96 
1.84 
1.64 
1.66 

The post-test reflected in figure 26 includes-.4.o 7Ilembers-. 

of the organization , 27 regular employees and 13 reserves. 

To avoid skewing the data, figure 26 does not include 8 new 

Community Service Officer/ Dispatcher positions. They were 

not included in figure 26 to ,reflect a similar population as 

that of the pre-test. It is an overall picture of how the 

,organization sees itself on that .particular day. For the 

specificity of our scientific investigation, figure 27 
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reports regular employees, not including the new C.S.O. ~ 

positions, nor the reserve officers. Minimal changes 

occurred in this test group, enhancing the validity of the 

results. 

Figure 27 

Question 

1. Adequate resources 
2. Looking for new opportunities 
3. Leaders screen demands 
4. Organ. limited by environment 
5. Organ. plans future 
6. I can acheive pers. goals 
7. Consistency, said.and done 
8. Free to state position 
9. I understand, expected of me 
10. I have adequate equipment 
11. People understand, expected 
12. People adequately ·trained 
13. Who works for who 
14. Tasks well co-ordinated 
15. Policies contribute to mission 
16. Requirements of job explained 
17. Individs. treated with respect 
18. People ar~ motivated 
19. I'm involved in decisions 
20. Permissable to stand up/heard 
21. Mngmt specifies future plans 
22. Managers take .. concerns 
23. Mgrs influence contribution 
24. Mgmt concerned. adequate info 

Pre-test Post-test Change 

4.36 
4.88 
3.64 
6.70 
4.0 
5.2 
3.36 
5.56 
6.36 
4.16 
4.84 
3.8 
5.52 
3.64 
4.4 
5.0 
5.4 
4.36 
5.52 
6.36 
4.72 
4:88 
4.92 
4.5 

6.2 
7.52 
6.3 
5.88 
7.35 
7.10 
5.91 
6.8 
7.63 
5.6 
6.99 
6.02 
6.69 
6.3 
6.83 
7.0 
7.85 
7.05 
7.41 
7.96 
7.55 
7.49 
7.19 
7.38 

1.84 
2.64 
2.66 

.82 
3.35 
1.9 
2.55 
1.24 
1.27 
1.44 
2.15 
2.22 
1.17 
2.66 
2.43 
2.0 
2.45 
2.69 
1.89 
1.6 
2.83 
2.61 
2.27 
2.88 

Removal of the reserve data changes the outcome 

dramatica.lly. This is partly du.e to the high reserve scores 

in the pre-test and the decline of the scores in 19 of the 24 

questions. Most of the declines were minimal with the 

exception of several questions regqrding the organization of 

the reserve unit, their equipment and training. This is 
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4It easily explained, in that the director position of the 

reserves had recently changed, causing considerable 

4It 

4It 

confusion. The former reserve director is credited with 

"building" the r~serves and generated a great deal of 

stability. The former director assisted the researcher in 

reorganizing the reserve unit prior to his request for a new 

assignment. with that transition still underway, this survey 

captured the reserve unit in its greatest state of change. 

This response enlightened the researcher to the degree of 

disruption in the unit and promoted necessary·strategies. 

Absent the skewing data, the changes in the full time 

employees were remarkable. The measurements of those areas 

where the interventions have been concentrated (Goals and 

Values, Organizational structure, Relationships, and 

Management), showed increases of over 2 points, with 

Management leading with a 2.65 point increase. The area which 

was undergoing major change at the time of the post-test, 

reflected a'lesser change of just under 2 point's Cr:r-echrrQlhg~r -.~. 

1.77). Environment, which the organization members tend to 

regard as "uncontrollable," showed the slightest increase 

with 1.58 points. The major categories are reflected in 

figure 28. The newly appointed Community Service Officers, 

still in training at the time of the post-test, reflected an 

overall rating of 7.58 on all questions. with slightly over 

one month in the organization, their data was reserved for 
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later assessments. 

Compared by major categories, the regular full-time 

employees show: 

Figure 28 

Category Pre-test Post-test Change 

Questions 1 through 4 : 
Environmental concerns 4.89 6.47 1.58 

Questions 5 through 8: 
Goals and values 4.53 6.79 2.26 

Questions 9 through 12: 
Technology 4.79 6.56 1.77 

Questions 13 through 16: 
structure 4.64 6.70 2.06 

Questions 17 through 20: 
Psychosocial 5.41 7.56 2.15 

Questions 21 through 24: 
Management 4.75 7.40 2.65 

with the exception of question #4, regarding 

environmental restrictions, responses were more positive by 

an average of 2.11 points. The responses ranged from a high 

of 3.35 more positive to question #5, ca"reful planning, to a 

minimum of 1.17 to question #13, reporting relationships. 

Lack of equipment and resources remain a major issue. 

Independent assessment of the transition team had 

revealed some relationship issues that the team is addressing 

at the time of this writing. Though these concerns existed 

at the time of the post-test, the results remained positive. 
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SNAPSHOT- 1987 

As it began, this chapter will end with a "snapshot" of 

the Silicon Valley Police Department. This time, the reader 

will see the organization in what the researcher would call 

"mid-transition." Though the organization has undergone a 

true'''transformation'' (in the context of Ackerman's writing), 

the future state is still on the horizon. 

To describe the present position of the organization in 

its "transition state," the writer will ag~in use Hank 

Koehn's format S.T.E.E.P.O. The reader is invited to compare 

the "baseline" description commencing on page 28 of this 

chapter. 

Social considerations: 

The culture and values of the case study agency have 

undergone considerable change. The preceeding chapters 

describe the new organizational values, acceptance of which 

is well validated by the survey instru~ent.· Subjectively, 

the organization thrives on innovation and challenges-'to be" 
the "best," the "first," or the "most unique." Former 

limitations, or perceptions of limitations, are replaced with 

an attitude that "where there's a will, there I s a way." The' 

typical member of todays subject organization is more 

comfortable in the future, than in the past. Strategic and 

contingency plans are the norm, rather than the exception. 
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since the researcher's last "snapshot," the County Grand • 

Jury has revisited, twice. In both reports, described as 

followup investigations, the ,Jury has praised the department 

in its [perceived] improvement. The press has shared' this 

attitudinal change and has joined in the praise. One 

department project, entitled "Kids in Crisis" has won 

international recognition for its uniqueness and creativity. 

The department was awarded the San Francisco Focus magazine 

"Best" award, in their annual "Best and Worst" awards. 

Numerous print media articles have reported the successes of 

the members of S.V.P.D. 

The members have begun to separate the past problems from 

the future goals of the organization. The former employees 

have lost significance in the organization, though they • 

continually distrupt the stability with their legal actions. 

The level of disatisfaction has been replaced with a high 

level of expectation. The culture of the organization is 

clearly growing around the articulated values. 

Technological development: 

The "new" transformed organization is driven by 

technology. From the state-of-the-art communications center, 

with its computer-aided-dispatch and digital monitoring of 

City infrastructure, to the recently aquired innovation grant 

from the Office of Criminal Justice Planning. This grant 

explores uncharted police technologies involving the digital 
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~ transmisson of photographic data to field units, utilizing 

full capacity computers, rather than typical "dumb" mobile 

digital terminals. The test organization was recently 

~ 

~ 

selected as a "beta test" sight for a major software 

development firm. Similar relationships in hardware testing 

have been offered and are being negotiated. 

The "technologies" must include human technologies 

utilized by the organization. The'interventions described 

throughout thi~ project are common place in the transformed 

organization. This can be seen as the patrol officers are 

deployed by a computer workload program, or as the reserves 

are RASI charting their new organization. 

Environmental challenges: 

External'to the organization, the researcher's scenario 

regarding "future modeling" is about to be a reality. A 

'recent goal set by the city council includes a computer, 

"model" as described in ,the scenario. ,The'+or~cast 1?receeded 

the implementation by nearly two years. ..- . -"p ·4 ~ 

Tl).e political position on "growth" 'and development has 

shifted towards the position of "controlled growth." This 

position promises a more objective assessment of 

opportunities and needs. 

Economic concerns: 

Though political posturing has delayed major development 
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of the tax basel the future appears promising. The city 

management staff has placed a high priority on development of 

an effective tax base. Five year projections show the 

opportunity for sustained growth in city services for the 

first two years, with time to intervene prior to a decline in 
I 

revenue. The transformed organization is aggressively 

seeking alternative funding I through grants, foundation 

contributions and cost recovery programs. The upturn in the 

economic picture is reflected in the increase in ~epartment 

personnel, from 30 in 1985 to 43 in 1987. 

Political concerns: 

The popular political posture has changed from criticism 

· ' ,,' 

e 

of the police department to support of enhanced public safety 

services. The decision to fund the new communications center e 
and to build the nearly completed police facility, were both 

evidence of the political support. In the past year, a group 

of two dozen influential citizens have formed an organizatipn 

known as The community Law Enforcement Foundation. The 

C.L.E.F. is chartered to provide funding.to support 

non-budgeted police training and special programs of the 

police department. This organization has raised thousands of 

dollars through fund raisers in the community. 

Organizational considerations: 

This area is the best example of the "mid-stat!:." of 

transition. The initial futuring and strategic planning 
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• resulted in the "transition" form reflected in figure 29. 

this form follows the functional priorities set by the 

• 

• 

transition team in their strategic planning process. 

Figure 29 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
CRIME PREVENTION 

OPERATIONS COMMANDER 
I 
I I 

SGT SGT SGT 

CHIEF 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
BUDGET 

-, I 
SGT 

WATCH I WATCH II WATCH III 
SGT 

RELIEF INVEST 
J J I 

TRAFFIC RESERVES TRAINING 
EXPLR 

CHIEF'S SECRETARY 
PERSONNEL OFC. 

SUPPORT COMMANDER 

I 
RECORDS ADMIN 
COMMUN. 'SYS 
PROPERTY 

Under the form described in figure 29, the organizational 

priorities were established as the patrol and detective 

functions. The strategic plan for the patrolfu'nc'ti-o"n' 

included the redeployment of patrol personnel, to meet the 

workload statistics described in Appendix B. The operations 

command strategy redefined the roles and responsibilities of 

the sergeants, establishing watch commanders, in addi~ion to 

team leadership re~ponsibiliti.es. The performance counseling 

and performance rating system was redesigned to reflect the 

individual and team objectives. Under this configuration r 
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'the training responsibility was managed by the operations ~ 

commander, assisted by the relief watch commander. 

'Support command priorities began with the redesign of the 
I 

investigations function, including the addition of a 

sergeant. The newly assigned sergeant authored an 

investigations manual to standardize all types of 

investigations. A case screening and monitoring system was 

established to manage the investigations workload. In later 

1986, the development of the new communications function was 

added to the support command strategic plan: The newly . 

appointed records/communications sup~rvisor developed the 

center, along with the administrative duties involved 

in hiring the eight additional personnel. 

Upon the successful completion of the aforementioned 

changes, the priorities of the case study agency shifted. 

with new systems in place, training and policy development 

have become a ~aj or pri,ori ty. The transition team has 

reviewed the new functional priorities and a new form emerges 

from the functional analysis. The form will be designed 

around the functional responsibilities depicted in figure 30. 

In figure 30, the operations commander assumes functional 

management over the investigations function. Having been 

redesigned, the increased span-of-control is one serg~ant and 

his or her investigations staff. The support commander 

receives the training function, which is expanded to an 
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aggressive career deyelopment program. Under this scheme, 

the support commander will review and update existing manuals 

and-prepare new manuals and proce?ures for the newly 

implemented functions (e.g. Communications, Property and 

Information Systems). Given the administrative backlog, this 
II 

functional distribution is essential. 

Figure 30 

FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

CHIEF 
Internal Affairs 

Budget 
community relations/crime prevention 

Personnel administration 

OPERATIONS COMMANDER 
Patrol operations 
Investigations 

Field training officers 
Traffic operations 

Reserve program 

SUPPORT COMMANDER 
Training planning and delivery 

Adminis,trati ve support 
Policy development 

Records 
Communications 

Systems Development 
Property 

Facilities management 
Fleet management 

The ability to "redesign the organizational structure" is 

unique to a fluid and functionally designed department. The 

researcher realizes that care must be taken to inform the 

members of the organization about the procedural changes that 

will come from the redesign. The new transformed state of 

the case study agency thrives on change and adapation. 
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VI. DEVELOPING THE CHANGE MODEL 

The first objective of this project is to create a change 

management model for law enforcement agencies, focusing on 

visioning the desired future. Throughout this project, the 

researcher utilized the Harris/Hasley/process map for 

complex organizational change. As an oqserver of transition 

team members that were introduced to the process map for the 

first time, the researcher saw some confusion. Only a 

handful of police professionals are trained in the complex 

inter~entions reflected in the model. For this reason, the 

researcher has simplified the process for generic application 

in police agencies. The change model is shown as figure 31. 

The researcher's change model imposes the change process 

in two arenas. The change process is ongoing both 

externally and internally, as is the concurrence of the 

change effort and day to day mangement. The model contains 

two key components to facilitate the success of both the 

routine organizatio~al activities and the proposed 

transition. The first is the selection of a transition 

manager or co-ordinator. Experience has shown the researcher 

that transitions occupy much time and commitment, creating a 

difficult task for the leadership of the department and the 

management of the change effort. A transition manager, 

either external to the organization or a designated internal 
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Figure 3l. 

A MODEL FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSITIONS 

DEVELOP THE CHANGE TEAM 
Leadership 

Select transition manager/co~ord. 
Identify roles and responsibilities 

Leadership transition process 
Separate day iilfay management 

PREWORK 
Scan the environment 

Group participation 
Assess community/political support 

IDENTIFY MISSI' AND CORE VALUE'S 
Assess internal support/commitment 

Group partj.cip!l.tion 
Reality check 

j,,:REATE 

[ EXTERNAL PROCESS ] 

MACRO-VIEW 
Environmental scenarios 

-The future of the cornnunity 
-socio-economic futures 
-Test assumptions 

THE 

DESIGN THE STRATEGY 
-community support structures • 
-Stakeholder analysis 

EXTERNALIZE 
-community leadership 
-Share mission and values 

SUPPORT BUILDING 
-Develop .s.uPPO;t;:!:_gI:O.J.lPs. 
-Feedback mechanisms 
-Reactive proactive ism 
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FUTURE~ 

.. [ INTERNAL PROCESS] 

MICRO-VIEW 
Functional scenarios 

-Brainstorm dept. functions 
-Identify sub-functions 
-Disregard present form 
-troup participation 
-Test assumptions 

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
-Describe desired future 
-Chart the baseline/ 
present state 

-Chart the accepted norm/ 
(e.g. P.O.S.T. standard) 

-Identify resources 

ASSESS SUPPORT 
-Internal stakeholders 
-Exte.l;nal_.st.ak~.ho..l~§!J;:1i 
-Employeee rep. groups 
-Identify critical mass 

SET GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
-Negotiation/buy-in 
-Promo~e participation 
-Measurement/milestones 

DEVELOP TRANSITION PLAN 
-Identify roles and 
responsibilities 

-S.M.E.A.C. 

MANAGE RESOURCES 
-High tech, high touch 
-HRD technologies 
-Performance counseling 
-Quality of worklife 



staff member, accepts-the full responsibility for the • 

"process lt dimensions of the change effort. Those duties 

include scheduling meetings, recording data, and monitoring 

team and individual commitments. The selected individual 

must be empowered,to "remind" all participants of their 

agreed tasks. The second component, also learned from the 

case study experien::::e, is a clear separation of day to day 

management and the change effort. As the enormity of the 

change increases, the probability of overlap occurs. In the 

case study transition, every thread of the organization was 

undergoing some change effort. It the instant case, the 

separation was difficult. In retrospect, this problem should 

have been resolved in an intial role and responsibility 

process. 

In the first step of the change process, the model 

illustrates "Leadership" as a key component. Leadership in 

itself is a separate process. The researcher will share the 

paradigm of leadership which has guided the case study 

transition. Based upon prior research into the commonalities 

of great world leaders, both "good" and "evil," this writer 

has identified' specific skills and practices. .Those 

practices are divided into the following segments: 

Vision: The abi~ity to IIsee" the desired future in three 

dimensional, full color, perspective. The leaders studied 
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were able to analyize, test assumptions and formulate this 

picture in their mind. This ptcture drives the leader in his 

or her pursuit of the ideal future. This skill was reflected 

in the phrase "I have a dream . . ," imortalized by the 

American civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King. This 

example also addresses the second component of leadership; 

Articulation: The ability to transfer the leader's "vision" 

to others. In King's speeches, he created a dream in the 

minds of his followers and, ,in many cases, the minds of the 

decision-makers. President Ronald Reagan is a master at this 

skill. His success-is greatly due the articulation of his 

visions of the future of America. He has also mastered the 

next component of leadership; 

Motivation: Once the vision is articulated to the potential 

"followers," the leader must motivate the group to pursue the 

common vision. Abs~nt this key dimension, one finds our most 

common "articulating visionaries," the skilled" wl.-±ter" •. ' Mariy"' ,

writers are able to accomplish the first two dimensions, 

however leave the reader with a dream and no motivation for 

action. Motivation to follow the leader's dream can result 

in effective (not qualifying good or bad) change or in 

chaos. That outcome is dependent upon the next component; 
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Management: The researcher sets forth the avant-garde theory 

that management is merely the process by which leadership 

is implemented. Not destined to win friends at the Harvard 

Business School, this writer bases this assumption upon the 

experience of working for many i1ltlanagers" and few "leaders." 

Management is a step by step process in a "messy" and chaotic 

world. Some process must take place before management can 

be implemented. In the researcher's opinion, management is 

a component which can be, and frequently has been, delegated. 

The great leaders of time have depended on "managers" to 

implement their plans. Many of today's great entrepreneurs 

(many times a synonym for leadership) depend upon the M.B.A.s 

to management their dreams. 

The reader may draw the conclusion that the change 

process depicted in the change model, is itself a "leadership 

model," in that the key components of leadership are 

formalized. The researcher sees this phenomenon as the 

opportunity to instutionalize leadership into any 

organization. 

The preceeding chapters provide a description and 

discussion of the processes depicted in the model .. The model 

serves as a reference for arranging those activities. 

Several terms warrant explanation. The accompanying 

reference will aid the reader in understanding the model 
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and its steps. 

Qevelop the Change~: This component of the model begins 

with the "leadership paradigm" beginning on page 112. The 

"transition manager" is selected and the team clearly defines 

individual roles and responsibilities. This component 

includes a "leadership transit~on process," if the 

organization has experienced a change in leadership. This 

process, is designed to clarify the expectations and "styles" 

of both. the new leader and ths existing management staff. 

This process is key in avoiding misunderstandings and false 

expectations. The final step in this component is the 

"separation of day to day management" from the change 

project. In expectation of the impending "new state," the 

team may tend to ignore the day to day process. This, can 

confuse the remaining members of the organization and create 

addi~ional chaos in the organization. Routine manage~ent 

actions should be taken, considering the impact on the future 

plans of the organization. 

Prework: Though this component is reflected as a listep" in 

the process, it· is an ongoing activity. Under the 

S.T.E.E.P.O. scanning model, the environmental scanning 

process should be continually conducted. As stated in the 

model, the "group," whether, it be a trans i tion team or 

members at large of the entire organization, should 

?a~ticipate in the input process. This group input is 
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essential to proceed with a meaningful mission and value 

identification process. An accurate assessment of community 

and political support will define the limitations by which 

the organization will be guided in the development of the 

mission. This component is the "information gathering" step 

of the process. From the information aquired in the prework, 

the remaining steps can b~ accomplished. 

Identify Mission and Core Values~ In this ,component of the 

model, the organization's purpose, or mission, is determined 

through the consensus process. The procedure utilized in the 

case study involved each member of the transition team 

drafting a "purpose" and then a synthesis of these drafts by 

the group. This stage of the process should provoke a 

meaningful determination of "why the organization exists" and 

the expected "outcomes" of the organization's existence. 

This phase of organizational transition or transformation 

requires group participation and a foundation in reality; 

not that the mission must be immediately achieveable, but 

that the organization's membership "perceives" that it is 

achievable within their tenure of commitment. This dimension 

requires a "reality checklf that assesses the organization's 

~2adiness and ability to pursue the mission (or undergo the 

ex?ected change). The purpose or mission must be reviewed as 

;~:le transition or transformation proceeds. At the conclusion· 

of the futuring process, the transition group may find a 
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considerable change in the mission of the organization, based 

upon the most probable futures and assumptions. Though 

flexible, the group must repeat the "purposing" process to 

maintain the integrity of the mission statement. After the 

mission statement is reached through the consensus process, 

the "core values" must be identified. Values are the 

internal "rules," by which the mission will be implemented. 

The values must be viewed as an essential step in developing 

the "culture" of the organization. Values are far more than 

rules, but a "way of life" for the organization. Values 

allow for formalizing guidelines that are esoteric to the 

organization. 

Create the Futures: Throughout this writing, the reader 

should notice that lithe future" is stated in the plural. A 

key element of futuring is the recognition that multiple 

futures exist and that a "most probable future" is as close 

as one can hope to target. From the Prework phase of the 

model, the emerging "and dominant trends were id~ntified. 

Potential events which could alter those trends were also 

addressed. with this datal varying degrees of analysis can 

be accomplished. As futuristics becomes accepted within the 

culture of the organization and it's s~vironment (e.g. 

:;)olitical) the level of sophisticaticn can be. enhanced. This 

enhancement will serve to improve the accuracy of the 

IIprobabilities" forecast for the fu-::ure. 
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External process- This sub-component of the Futures segment 

addresses the external environment of the organization. 

Discussed in text as the "macro-scenarios," these pictures of 

potential futures are directed at identifying the potential 
, 

future state of the community and the external resources of 

the organization. This sub-component continues with the 

externalized activities, including support building and 

feedback. The author has included the novel idea of 

"reactive proactiveism,H one of products of our syzygial 

consulting-change team. This thought addresses the ability 

of the organization to handle unexpected events with the same 

proactive mechanisms used in the planning and strategic 

process. 

Internal process- This process brea){s down the functional 

aspects of the organization. The overwelming theme in this 

phase of the process is "form follows function." This sub-

component allows for identification of specific futures in 

the various segments of the· organization, " Group 

participation, particularily on a "service delivery level" is 

essential. The test case agency attributes much of it's 

success to the involvement of the journey-level employee in 

processes such as brainsto~ing. This involvement in 

de~:ermining the c :;S'".:..':.nyr: of th~ o:;:-ganization builds support 

for the ensuing change. After the development of a 

_f1J.nctional analysis chart (see figures 20, 21 and 22) I the 
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support of the stakeholders, both internal and external, must 

be assessed. This process can be accomplished with varying 

degrees of sophistication (e.g. stakeholder Analysis). Goal 

and objective setting are designed to "fit", the articulated 

desired futures and measurement check-points are estqblished. 

A strategic plan is developed to facilitate the desired 

change. The model suggests S.M.E.A.C. as a framework for 

such a plan. An acronymr S.M.E.A.C. is a United states 

military practice that includes: 

situation

Mission

Execution

Administration

Command-

This "five-part order!! gives form to the process outcomes. 

The internal process is ongoing- through "managing resources II 

and repeating the process steps on a regular basis. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we must return to the objectives set forth ~ 
in Chapter III. The researcher will compare the results of 

the project against the desired outcomes. 

The. first objective was to develop a change model, 

focusing on futures, for law enforcement agencies. -That 

outcome was achieved; as evidenced in Chapter VI. The model 

is directed towards the lessons leaL~ed during the case study 

period. The design of the model wa~ intended to be specific 

enough to act as a IIprocess map 1 r~ hovleVl?r simple enough for 

the administrator with little trainil1q" in strategic 

management. This model ·should. be vL'vr.::.{ as a "first draft," 
·fJ.if'..p: .. , .\ 

to be critiqued and improved upon. 

The sec;ond obj ecti ve of idel1tl.fy.:i.r.,:' and articulating a 

transformational leadership methoc L beth addressed in the 

model and in the accompanying dicussion of the researcher's 

IIleadership paradigm. I! The reader will recall the comparison 

drawn between the "elements' of leade:;..~s~ .. ip·n and. the process 

described in the model. A sUbstantial arguement can be made 

for the model being the process 0: . ~z:.:: :.",:utionalizing" 

leadership into the organization. The model certainly covers 

the key elements of Visior~i Artic~:.7.F_J::ior:.; Motivation and 

l'2anag~ment. This co:r:.'. ::.risc " 

study. 

• 

• 
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The essence of this study is to achieve the third 

objective; demonstrating the value of planned change over 

reactive adaptation. As the. researcher assumed leadership of 

the case study agency, several alternative actions were 

considered. The more traditional alternative would be closer 

to the "reactive adaptation" approach. Under this approach, 

the perceived ·"problems" would have been addressed with the 

traditional police management model.· Policies and directives 

would take priority over designing the future. The 

organization's culture would experience the long process of 

evolutionary change, as the policies were implement.ed and 

~ccepted as practice. The traditional system could not have 

created the high energy level, and high expectations, created 

by the cho~en method. The focus on the future of the case 

study agency gave a new purpose and a clear direction for 

most of the organization's members. Through this focus, the 

case study agency achieved beyond expectations. Empirical 

data developed in the case study supports the value of the 

tested intervention. 

The researcher's fourth objective, developing an 

applicabl~ case study, is reported in Chapter V. The lessons 

learned and the experiences of the researcher can hardly be 

addressed in this brie= report .. Many questions have emerged, 

requiring future exploration. The case study should provide 

insight for organizational leaders and members of transition 
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teams facing similar change circumstances, the fifth 

objective. Hopefully, this project will promote a,practice 

of sharing experiences among police administrators. The case 

study should provide a beginnin~ for a process of peer 

assistance, where the researcher: and other experienced 

change agents can share their collective knowledge. 

Chapter I began with the questcion "What is the future of 

change management in Californic:. policing?" This project will 

end with the same question, bu'~: w-ith a clearer understanding 

of the potential futures. As with our entire culture, law 

enforcement is entering the information age. Police 

organizations are becoming technc'logy driven and interactive

data-base software is increasing available management 

information by factors. Today's law enforcemE?nt decision 

maker has computer modeling and many other technologies 

available as tools to forecast the future. These tools, and 

the soon-to-be-implemented tools (e.g. artificial 

intelligence/expert systems), arE,breaking down the barriers 

and mystic that have shrouded "the future." 

The results of the reported case study support the 

assumption that "planned change,1l such the wr.iter's change 

model, has a place in the future cf policing. The use of 

~:his model, or any similar model f serves to simplify the 

change' ·process. Utilization 0= II specialized futuring units," " 

such as depicted in the researcher's charted matrix of 
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functions and sub-functions, give an orderly process to plan 

future changes. Such processes would be a logical 

.inclusion in the "probable future" of change management. 

The use of consultants was a key dimension in the case 

study. The framework provided by the 0.0. consultant was 

,clearly essential in the success of the case study project. 

The expert facilitation allowed for team growth, in spite of 

the dominating style of the leader. The objective 

observations and constructive qriticism brought reality to 

the process. The P.O.S.T. consultant was of equal value in 

the success of the change project. As previously stated, 

P.O.S.T. involvement is normally limited to the "audit" 

function and to developmental changes. In the test case, the 

P.O.S.T. consultant's work was invaluable in determining the 

baseline condition, the "state-of-the-profession," and 

testing future assumptions. The transition team readilv 
, . 

accepted the P.C.S.T. consultant's input, as is reflected in 

the desired futures. This experience clearly,suppor.ts the 

value of P.C.S.T. participation in the transition stages of a 

police agency's change effort .. This study addresses the 

values to the agency, but clearly does not address the issue 

of cost effectiveness within the P.O.S.T. organization. The 

::-esearcher must draw :ehe firm opinion that the case study 

supports further consideration of this expansion in t~e scope 

:.-f: services. In evaluating potential mitigations for ~he 
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cost factors, two alternatives were apparent. The first 

alternative in expanding the consulting services of P.O.S.T. ~ 
would be to retain experienced orga?izational Development 

consultants and provide necessary training and experience in 

police culture and operations~ The second, and most 

cost-effe~tive, is to provide 0.0. training to the existing 

P.O.S.T. management consultants. These consultants have a 

great deal of expertise and experience in police management, 

plus graduate degrees in management related academics. The 

participation of P.O.S.T. in the future of change management 

is certainly a viable potential component in the future. 

The most profound conclusion of the researcher is the 

"discovery" of transformation versus transition. As clearly 

stated in Linda A~kerman's Development, Transition or 

Transformation: The Question of Change in organizations, 

these types of change have their own distinct characteristics 

and outcomes. The reader is urged is review this" excellent 

definitive work on change to clarify the complexities of the 

process. In her comments, Ackerman points out: 

Many organization [transformation] thinkers place 
a deep value on caring for the human spirit during 
the transfo~ation process. For one reason, 
individuals transform as well as the total 
organization. The letting go process is a profound 
personal experience for those in position to take the 
risk. . . Transformation is not possible without a 
leap of faith, individually or organizationally. (23) 

This ",Triter and our new organization have ta}::.en that leap, a 

into the futere of our profession. - . 
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Appendix A 

Page 1 of 4 

This questionnaire is divided into 24 questions that each 
address some area of your department's functions. Please indicate 
your response to each statement by circl ing the appropriate number 
on the scale listed below each question. 

Answer all the questions for yourself without consideration 
for what you think others might hope to hear. If the results are 
to be useful, it is important that you respond to all statements 
in a thoughtful and frank manner. All responses will be treated 
anonymously by the Consultants. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Please check the appropriate box. 

c====J Regular (Including Clerical) Reserve 

'-----~--.---~-----~-- -- ~ 

e 

e· 

e 
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• 

• 
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""v' 

,. . 
, 1. I have adequate resources to accomplish my duties. Page 2 of 

o· 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - 10 
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT . NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE' 

. 
AGREE AGREE 

2. Leaders of this organization are continually lopking for'new opportunities 
that support our mission. 

o 1 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

456 
NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

3. Leaders of this organizaiton carefully screen demands placed on its members. 

o 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

1 
.. 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

4 5 
NEUTRAL 

6 7 B 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

4. This organization is limited by its environment. 
. 0 1 

STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

'4 5 6 
- NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

S. This organization carefully plans its future. 
012 345 678 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE 

6. I can achieve my personal 
012 3 

'. '·Si-RONGLY SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 

goals in this 
4 5 

NEUTRAL 

organization. 
678 

SOMEWHATc-. 
AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

. 9 10 
- STRONGLY 

AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

·9 10. 

7. There is a consistency between what the organization says and what it does. 
·0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
OISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

8. Do you feel free to state your position even if it differs from s~ated policy 
in this organization. 

: 0 1 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

'4 5 6 
NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

4 . 
< 



Y'" r 
~ 

. 
Page 3 of 4 

9. I understand what is expected of me. 
0 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY '. DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

10. I have adequate equipment to do my job. 

0 , 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

11. Generally speaking, people understand what is expected of th~m in this organization. 
o 1 2 :3 4 5 6 

STRONGLY ~OMEWHAT NEUTRAL 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

9, 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

12. Peopl:e 

o 
are adequately trained for their jobs in thi? organization. 

1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 ,8 ' 9 10 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

SOMEWHAT - NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT - STRONGLY 
DISAGREE AGREE AGREE ' 

1.3 • Who works for who is clearl~ def~'~ed in· thi' -' • 
J .... 4.... S organ~zation.··· 

o 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
STRONGL.Y 
DISAGREE 

SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE AGREE 

14. Tasks in this organization are well coordinated. 
o 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAi 
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

lB. The policies of this organization contribute to its mission. 
o ,. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

16. The requirements of my job have been clearly explained 
o 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE 

to me. 
g 10 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

,-

• 

• . . 
. t 
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Page 4 of 4 

17. Individuals in this organization are treated with respect.' 

o· 1 
STRONGL Y 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGRE~ 

456 
NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

9 ,10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

IS: Generally speaking, people in this organization are motivated to do their best. 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

SOMEWHAT NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

19. I am usually involved in decisions concerning me or my job. 

o . 1 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

456 
NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

'9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

20. As long as people contribute to the goals of the organization, it is 
permissible to stand up and be hea~d. 
o .1 2 3 4 5 6 

STRONGL Y SOMEWHAT - NEUTRAL 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

. 9 10 
- STRONGLY 

AGREE 

• 21. Management carefull~ specifies the future plans for this·org~ization. 
o 1 

STRONGLY· 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

456 
NEUTRAL 

7 8 
SOMEWHAT 
AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

22. Managers in this organ~zation take time for the concerns of individuals.' 

.-.-- ., ...~ -- -.-. -0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 '9: 1 0 " 
-;:S~TR;:::-;O~N7:::G:;-L':'7y ---:~-"":;S=-=O::-:M~EW:"':':HA~T:----~":":N~EU:-:-':T;-;:R:-:A-:-L-:""'---=-S O=-:M:'::E~W:-:-:H:":"'A -:':1 ::.. •. ---=~S-=T R~O~N~G:""L~Y:.-. ~.~ .... -'7." --_."-....,. 

• 

DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE 

". 
23. The managers of this organization are able to influence its members t'er contribute 

their best efforts. 
o 1 

STRONGLY 
nJSAGREE 

2 ·3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

4 5 67 8 
NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT 

AGREE 

9 10 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

24. The management of this organization is concerned that its members 
receive adequate information about their jobs. 

o 1 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

2 3 
SOMEWHAT 
DISAGREE 

4 5 678 
NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT 

AGREE 

9 10' 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 
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This questionnaire contains 15 questions that are designed to provide 
information that will assist us with the IIchange effort ll now in progress. 

The primary purpose of the questionnaire is to allow you to collect and 
record your thoughts on the "Purpose" statement, and each of the six 
"Values" that will be discussed today. Time constraints will not allow 
detailed discussion of any one statement. This auestionnaire will be 
used to identify areas of todays presentation that may need further 
explanation or discussion. 

All answers will be strictly confidential. (We will not dust for prints!) 
It is important that you ~espond to each question in a thoughtfu11 and 
frank manner. . 

Thank you for your cooperation. Please turn in the completed form before 
you leave. 

Please check box that applies to your position: 

Regular/Full Time 
(Includes Clerical) 

Reserve! 
Part time 

,. 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

1.. What best describes your attitude toward this depa.rtment today? 
(please circle one) 

A. It~s a paycheck 

B .• It's where I'm employed 

C. It'sajob 

D. 'It's where I'm making my career 

E. It I s where I'm making a reputation for my nel-at career move 

F. It's where I'm growingand·developing as a professional 
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2. Understanding how you feel, how do you want to feel about your depa-~ment in 
the future. (ple~se circle) 

A. . It's a paycheck 

B. It's where I'm employed 

C. It's a job 

D. It's where 11m meking my career 

E. It's where I'm making a reputation for EY next career move 

F. It's where I'm growing and developing as a professional 
'. 

3. What do you feel is right ii' anything about the department. List and 
prioritize top three. 

1..===:::--___________ .~. .._. __ ..-.. --._- .. _ ... _-
2. __________________________________________________________________ __ 

3. _____________________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ _ 

4. vrnat do you feel is wrong, i:f any-thing, about the depe=tment. List and 
prioritize top three. 

1-
--------------------~----------------------------------------------2. ________________ ~ ____________________________________________ _ 

3. ,.. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
5. J..:re you willing to help other members oi' the depa=tment gTow, develop] and 

improve? 

Ye.s No ---- ----
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6. What is the .mos,t iI:lportant change you are willing to· .make' to contribute to a 
more effective department? ._' ... ,--' ,- ; '._."',.,........ .. 

--------------------~. 7. Eave you read our pu...-pose statement developed by :Management Team? 

Yes ----
8. Do you agree with purpose? 

o 1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

9. What would you, 

2 3 
Somewhat 
Disagree 

No ----

4 5 6 
Neutral 

7 8 
Somewhat 
.Agree 

Strongly 
.Agree . 

Change ____________________________________ ~-----------------------

Add~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 

Delete 
----~-----------------------------------------------------------

Nothing ----
10. Having read the statements of values, please cOImnent on the following: 

EXCELLEN CE/INNOV.p.:!r ON 

o 1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

What wou.ld you, 

2 3 
Somewha1i 
Disagree 

4 5 6 
Neu'tral 

7 8 
Somewha't 
.Agree 

9 10 
S~rongly 
.Ag:ree 

Change ______________________________________________________________ __ 

.Add -------------------------------------------------------------------
Delete ----------------------------------------------------------------
Nothing '---
PURPOSEfUL 

a 1 2 '3 
Strongly Somewha~ 

Disagree Disagree 
..... 

What would you, 

Change 

4 5 6 -
Neu1ixal 
Neu'tral 

7 
Somewha't 
Agl'ee 

8 9 10 
S'txongly 
.Agree 

• 

Add ------------------~,. Delete 

Nothing 

-",-





.--L- _ .. ~ 
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Delete~ ________ ~ ______________________________ ~ ______ ~ ________ _ 

Notbi:cg ----
11. Do the pu--pose and values satisfy yOUl" need to know how the depa..-tment will 

determine just what is expected of you and what you can eJ..-pect from the 
DeparulIlent. 

0 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
S;:;rongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat. S~rongly 
Disagree Disagree .Agree .Agree 

l2. If not, what do you suggest be used? 

13. Do you feel that is an important ]Jroject? 

Yes No ----- ----
14. If not, wby not? 

15. Do you feel that there are other proj ects that a:-e more iI!po:'tant? .,-

-4-

• 

• 

•• 




